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MARY-ROSE PAPANDREA*

In the United States, the executive branch possesses virtually unbridled authority to keep national security information from the public. Although the Freedom of Information Act and whistleblower protection laws serve as some check on the executive's power, these tools remain largely ineffectual. Because the desire for tight information control competes with the demands of newsgathering, a “game of leaks” has developed among government officials and reporters in which the press alternatively serves as lapdogs, watchdogs, and scapegoats for the executive branch.

This Article demonstrates that the government has been communicating information to the public through leaks ever since the administration of President Theodore Roosevelt. Legal developments in the current climate, including the ongoing prosecution of two lobbyists for violations of the Espionage Act in the American-Israeli Public Affairs Committee case, have the potential to establish precedents that could impose dire consequences upon this crucial information flow. This Article scrutinizes the constitutionality of prosecuting nongovernmental parties for the publication of classified information by examining the long and complicated history of the relationship between the press and the executive branch, and the role leaks play in the dissemination of classified information to the public today.

After examining the relationship between the press and the executive branch, as well as tracing the development of the reasoning behind the applicable First Amendment doctrine, this Article ultimately argues that in any prosecution against a nongovernmental actor for disseminating national security information, the government must demonstrate not only that the disclosure posed an immediate, serious, and direct threat to national security, but also that the offender either intended the disclosure to harm the United States or help a foreign nation, or that the offender was recklessly indifferent to the harm that the disclosure would cause. Given that the executive branch has so much power to control the dissemination of national security information to the public, and itself leaks information to support its agenda, its power to punish the publication of leaks must be extremely limited. An intent requirement is consistent with the Supreme Court’s free speech jurisprudence and helps achieve this goal.

An intent requirement will encourage the government and the press to continue their historical cooperation when the publication of certain information poses a serious threat to national security interests. It will create an incentive for government officials to explain their national security concerns to the press, and it will simultaneously hold the press accountable for any reckless disregard shown toward genuine threats. This approach seeks to strike the proper balance between the
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executive branch’s vast ability to control the dissemination of national security information to the public—often through calculated leaks—and the need to maintain the secrecy of information that is truly sensitive.
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INTRODUCTION

In December 2005, the New York Times published a story revealing that the National Security Administration (NSA) had been secretly engaging in domestic eavesdropping without obtaining a search warrant as federal law requires.1 In response, President Bush made no apologies for circumventing the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), and instead called the leak of the program’s existence “a shameful act.”2 Other critics went so far as to declare the New York Times guilty of

trend. Three months later, Gabriel Schoenfeld, a senior editor at Commentary magazine, published an article arguing that the Department of Justice has statutory authority under the Espionage Act to prosecute the New York Times for the publication of the NSA story. Soon after, as if heeding this call to arms, Attorney General Gonzales convened a grand jury to investigate who leaked the NSA story to the press, and indicated on ABC’s news program “This Week” that the Department of Justice is considering the possibility of bringing criminal prosecutions against reporters who publish classified information.

Although no such charges have been brought, the Bush Administration’s reaction to the New York Times publication decision has led some to declare that this Administration is waging a war on the press.

Such charges are well founded. The pending prosecution of two lobbyists for violations of the Espionage Act has the potential to establish precedent to support the constitutionality of a prosecution against the press. The defendants in the case, Steven Rosen and Keith Weissman, are former lobbyists for the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) in Washington, D.C., and they are currently under indictment for allegedly violating the Espionage Act by conspiring to transmit national defense information to those “not entitled to receive it.” The indictment charges that Rosen and Weissman cultivated a relationship with Lawrence Franklin, a former Department of Defense employee, and other government officials in order to gather classified national defense information pertaining to U.S. policy in the Middle East. Rosen and Weissman in turn transmitted the information to members of the media, foreign policy analysts, and foreign officials. Rosen faces an additional charge of aiding and abetting Franklin’s illegal disclosure of classified national security information by providing a fax machine on which to receive Franklin’s

5. This Week (ABC television broadcast May 21, 2006); see Scott Shane, Leak of Classified Information Prompts Inquiry, N.Y. TIMES, July 29, 2006, at A10.
6. Eric Alterman, Bush’s War on the Press, THE NATION, May 9, 2005, at 11; Dan Eggen, White House Trains Efforts on Media Leaks, WASH. POST, Mar. 5, 2006, at A1 (quoting New York Times Executive Editor Bill Keller as saying “I don’t know how far action will follow rhetoric, but some days it sounds like the administration is declaring war at home on the values it professes to be promoting abroad”); Interview by Frontline with James Goodale, First Amendment Attorney (PBS television broadcast Oct. 18, 2006) (transcript available at http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/newswar/interviews/goodale.html) (“The Bush administration, in my humble view, has waged a war against the press, and using the Espionage Act is part of its program to wage that war.”).
7. AIPAC lobbies Congress and the executive branch on issues of interest to Israel, including the United States’s foreign policy in the Middle East. See What is AIPAC?, http://www.aipac.org/about_AIPAC/default.asp.
9. Id. at 609. Franklin has already pleaded guilty to conspiracy to communicate national defense information to one not entitled to receive it, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 793(d) and (g), and to conspiracy to communicate classified information to an agent of a foreign government in violation of 50 U.S.C. § 783 and 18 U.S.C. § 371. Rosen, 445 F. Supp. 2d at 608 n.3.
communications. The district court judge presiding over the case held that the First Amendment posed no bar to the prosecutions.

Although no media outlet or reporter has been indicted in connection with the AIPAC case, and the Department of Justice has publicly denied that it is trying to establish precedent that could be used later against the press, the mainstream media is reasonably concerned that the next Espionage Act prosecution could be directed at them. There is no coherent way of distinguishing between the "press" and the lobbyists who have been indicted in the AIPAC case, either as a statutory matter or as a constitutional matter under current First Amendment case law. If it is constitutional to prosecute a lobbyist for obtaining and communicating national defense information that he received from a source, there is nothing aside from prosecutorial discretion to stop the prosecution of the press for doing the same thing. Reporters routinely gather classified information from government officials and transmit that information to others not entitled to receive it, whether it be to their editors or, if published, to the American public. Furthermore, the most disturbing aspect of the AIPAC case for future media defendants is the aiding and abetting charge. It takes little imagination to see the dangers the press would face if prosecutors decided to bring such charges against reporters who knowingly receive leaked classified information, much less reporters who actively cultivate their sources. Criminal prosecutions based on the acquisition or publication of information would have a dire chilling effect on the press and would necessarily involve an unwarranted intrusion into their information-gathering processes. The AIPAC case and the Attorney General's thinly veiled threats to prosecute the press have brought a number of constitutional questions to the forefront, and current First Amendment doctrine fails to offer clear answers.

This Article argues that any inquiry into the appropriate constitutional standard must first examine the complicated relationship between the executive branch and the press, particularly with respect to national security information. Under our current system, the executive branch is given virtually unbridled classification authority to keep information out of the public eye. Although the Freedom of Information Act and whistleblower protection laws serve as checks on the executive's power over information, these checks are largely ineffectual in the context of national security information. As a result of the executive's control over national security information, a "game of leaks" has developed among government officials and employees and the press. During this game, the press alternatively serves as lapdogs, watchdogs, and scapegoats for the executive branch. The press depends upon the government for news; the government in turn depends upon the press to communicate with the public. Ever since President Theodore Roosevelt, who was the first President to consciously use anonymous leaks to his political advantage, leaks of classified information, including classified national security information, have become one of the primary ways the government communicates information to the public. The press has been largely

10. Id. at 607–08, 644.
11. Id. at 637.
12. See Dorothy Rabinowitz, First They Came for the Jews: A Prosecution Under the Espionage Act Threatens the First Amendment, WALL ST. J., Apr. 2, 2007, at A1 (arguing that if the AIPAC prosecution is successful, the press has every reason to fear that it could be next).
cooperative and responsible; if anything, history demonstrates that it has been too willing at times to engage in self-censorship in times of war. The perjury prosecution of Scooter Libby indicates that the game of leaks can be sloppy and imperfect, but the reality is that this is the system of information control and dissemination in the United States.

This Article ultimately argues that any prosecution against a nongovernmental actor for disseminating national security information must satisfy a rigorous intent standard. Given that the executive branch has so much power to control the dissemination of national security information to the public, and itself leaks information to support its agenda, its power to punish the publication of leaks must be extremely limited. This Article argues that in any prosecution for the disclosure of classified national security information, the government should be required to prove that the individual acted either with intent to harm the United States or help a foreign nation, or with reckless indifference to whether the release of information would have that result.

An intent standard would encourage the government and the press to continue their historical cooperation concerning when the publication of certain information would harm legitimate national security interests. The hope is that this approach will strike the proper balance between the Executive’s vast ability to control the dissemination of national security information to the public—often through calculated leaks—and the need to maintain the secrecy of truly sensitive information. A corollary conclusion of this Article is that prosecutions against nongovernmental actors for inchoate crimes of conspiracy and aiding and abetting violations of the Espionage Act and related laws violate the First Amendment because they are backdoor attempts to punish the publication of classified information in situations when a prosecution based on publication would be impermissible.

Part I discusses the vast and largely unchecked control the executive branch enjoys over national security information. Part II discusses the complicated “game of leaks” the executive branch and the press play on a daily basis. This Part includes a summary of the various methods the government has to prevent, control, and punish the unauthorized dissemination of national security information. Part III discusses the protection the First Amendment provides for those who engage in the unauthorized disclosure of national security information, whether to the press, public, or agents of a foreign country. Part IV analyzes the scope and constitutionality of the current statutory regime prohibiting the disclosure of national security information. Part V concludes that, as a matter of policy and First Amendment doctrine, any statute that authorizes the prosecution of an unrelated third party for the publication of national security information must require not only that the disclosure caused immediate, serious, and direct harm to national security, but also that the offender acted with an intent to harm the United States or advantage a foreign nation, or with reckless indifference to any such harm.
I. EXECUTIVE BRANCH CONTROL OF NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION

A. The Conflict Between the Democratic Demand for Openness and Need for Secrecy

As many judges, scholars, and legal philosophers have noted, an open government is essential to the democratic political process. The public's right to receive information about government affairs is rooted in democratic theory. In a democracy, the public is the true sovereign, and elected officials are their agents. As Alexander Meiklejohn, the foremost theorist of the democratic basis of the First Amendment, explained, "[p]ublic discussions of public issues, together with the spreading of information and opinion bearing on those issues, must have a freedom unbridged by our agents. Though they govern us, we, in a deeper sense, govern them. Over our governing, they have no power. Over their governing we have sovereign power."5

The democratic principles of open government have often clashed with the Executive's asserted need for secrecy in diplomatic and military affairs. Patrick Henry, who once said that "[Congress] may carry on the most wicked and pernicious schemes under the dark veil of secrecy,"16 recognized that not all government activities could be publicized, such as "military operations or affairs of great consequence."17 Thomas Jefferson agreed, explaining that "[a]ll nations have found it necessary, that for the advantageous conduct of their affairs, some [private] proceedings, at least, should remain known to their executive functionary only."18 The Supreme Court has repeatedly noted the importance of keeping intelligence operations secret in order to protect their effective operation.19

The United States Constitution lacks any specific provisions concerning secrecy in the executive branch. The only mention of secrecy occurs in Article I in a provision

17. Id.
18. 3 HENRY S. RANDALL, LIFE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 211 (1858), reprinted in JAMES RUSSELL WIGGINS, FREEDOM OR SECRECY 67 (1964).
19. E.g., Snepp v. United States, 444 U.S. 507, 509 n.3 (1980) (per curiam) (noting that "the Government has a compelling interest in protecting both the secrecy of information important to our national security and the appearance of confidentiality so essential to the effective operation of our foreign intelligence"); United States v. Curtiss-Wright Corp., 299 U.S. 304, 320 (1936) ("Secrecy in respect of information gathered by [the Executive's diplomatic and consular officials] may be highly necessary, and the premature disclosure of it productive of harmful results.").
requiring the House and Senate to keep journals of their proceedings and to publish them "from time to time . . . excepting such Parts as may in their Judgment require Secrecy." In the absence of specific constitutional authority, presidents tend to draw on structural arguments as justification for the right to keep information secret, arguing that effective military actions, foreign policy, and diplomatic relations cannot be conducted without some ability to control information.

Indeed, there is evidence that some framers thought secrecy was essential to the conduct of government affairs. For example, Alexander Hamilton said that the Constitution would not have been ratified if the Convention had been open to the public because "the clamours of faction would have prevented any satisfactory result." In addition, the public had only limited access to the Bill of Rights debates, and the Senate met in secret for the first five years.

No one disputes that the public release of some information could pose a significant threat to our national security and diplomatic relations and undermine the government's duty to provide for the common defense. That said, democratic principles of self-government do not lose their force whenever the government asserts a national security interest in secrecy. Information concerning national security and foreign policy is necessary for citizens to engage in meaningful debate of important public issues. Permitting the government to limit what information the public is given threatens the democratic process. As Harold Koh has explained, "the National Security Constitution requires that the public, as well as Congress, receive as much information as is necessary to evaluate the wisdom and legality of executive conduct." Since the Vietnam War it has been a matter of concern "whether the public and Congress receive enough information about defense and foreign policy matters to be able to influence policy decisions and to exercise an effective external check on the power of the executive." There are no more important issues than the defense and security of our nation, and decisions in this area affect everyone in our society. This is true even more in the age of terrorism as the government demands that the public give up many of its civil liberties, especially its right to privacy.

As a result of the tension between the Executive's asserted need for secrecy and the democratic requirements of openness and transparency, the government and the press

enjoy an uneasy and complicated relationship. During wartime and other times of crisis, this tension frequently comes to a head. At these times, the government would love to have more—not less—control over the press. When fighting the enemy, the ability to control the flow of information to the public can serve as a means to bolster military and civilian morale, undermine the confidence of our enemies, increase enlistments in our military forces, and perhaps even bring a quicker end to hostilities.\textsuperscript{27}

\textbf{B. Executive Means of Information Control}

The executive branch has virtually unbridled power to control the flow of national security information to the public. The classification system is the executive branch’s principal method of information control,\textsuperscript{28} although it may also attempt to shroud its actions by asserting the executive privilege\textsuperscript{29} or the state secret doctrine\textsuperscript{30} or by generally invoking a need for secrecy for its actions.\textsuperscript{31}


\textsuperscript{30} See, e.g., Tenet v. Doe, 544 U.S. 1 (2005) (reaffirming the existence of the state secrets doctrine); United States v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. 1 (1953) (explicitly recognizing the state secret doctrine); ACLU v. NSA, 493 F.3d 644 (6th Cir. 2007) (holding that state secrets privilege prevented plaintiffs from establishing standing to challenge NSA warrantless surveillance program); In re Sealed Case, 494 F.3d 139 (D.C. Cir. 2007) (concluding that state secrets doctrine did not mandate dismissal of government employee’s claim that another government employee engaged in electronic eavesdropping of plaintiff’s telephone conversation in violation of the Fourth Amendment); El-Masri v. United States, 479 F.3d 296 (4th Cir. 2007) (affirming dismissal of challenge to extraordinary rendition on basis of state secret doctrine), cert. denied, 128 S. Ct. 373 (2007); United States v. Adams, 473 F. Supp. 2d 108, 123 (D. Me. 2007) (enjoining Maine Public Utilities Commission from pursuing contempt proceedings against a telecommunications company that refused to disclose whether or not it provided information to the NSA); Al-Haramain Islamic Found., Inc. v. Bush, 451 F. Supp. 2d 1215 (D. Or. 2006) (rejecting government’s state secrets claim in case challenging NSA warrantless surveillance program), rev’d 507 F.3d 1190 (9th Cir. 2007); Teker v. AT&T Corp., 441 F. Supp. 2d 899 (N.D. Ill. 2006) (granting government’s motion to dismiss challenge to NSA wiretapping program on state secrets grounds); Hepting v. AT&T Corp., 439 F. Supp. 2d 974 (N.D. Cal. 2006) (rejecting government’s state secrets claim in case alleging that AT&T collaborated with the NSA’s warrantless surveillance program); see also Amanda Frost, The State Secret Privilege and Separation of Powers, 75 Fordham L. Rev. 1931 (2007) (arguing that the state secrets doctrine undermines the executive oversight power of Congress). Congress is considering
Until the New Deal, military regulations governed classification determinations. In 1940, President Franklin Roosevelt issued an executive order expressly recognizing the classification system. In issuing the order, he relied on statutory authority, the Espionage Act of 1938, which authorized him to specify military and naval installations and equipment for protection. In 1951, President Truman issued an executive order extending classification authority to all executive agencies—military and nonmilitary alike—when they deemed secrecy necessary in the interest of "national security," a broader and more elastic concept that replaced the "national defense" standard under President Roosevelt. Unlike President Roosevelt, Truman based his authority for the classification system on inherent executive authority rather than statutory authority from Congress. When President Eisenhower took office, he responded to concerns about the breadth of the classification system by reducing the number of executive agencies with classification authority, reinstating the "national defense" standard, narrowing the criteria for classification, and instituting review of classification decisions.

Under the current Executive Order, information may be classified if the unauthorized disclosure of the information "reasonably could be expected" to damage national security. Information may be classified at one of three levels. The three

whether to codify and standardize the application of the privilege. See State Secrets Protection Act, S. 2533, 110th Cong. (2008).

31. E.g., Press Release, President Signs Intelligence Authorization Act, Statement by the President (Dec. 28, 2001), http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2001/12/20011228-3.html (asserting President has constitutional authority to withhold from Congress information the disclosure of which could impair foreign relations, the national security, the deliberative processes of the Executive, or the performance of the Executive’s constitutional duties).


34. Espionage Act of 1938, ch. 2, § 1, 52 Stat. 3. President Roosevelt interpreted "equipment" broadly to include documents held by the Secretaries of War and the Navy. See Developments in the Law, supra note 25, at 1194.


38. Wells, supra note 37, at 456; RELYEA, supra note 36, at 3.


   military plans, weapons systems, or operations; foreign government information;
   intelligence activities, intelligence sources/methods, cryptology; foreign
   relations/activities of the United States; scientific, technological, or economic
   matters relating to national security; federal programs for safeguarding nuclear
   materials or facilities; vulnerabilities or capacities of national security systems; or
   weapons of mass destruction.

Id. at § 1.4.
levels of classification depend upon the level of danger the disclosure could be expected to cause. Information designated as “top secret” is such that its disclosure could reasonably be expected to cause “exceptionally grave damage” to national security, whereas the disclosure of “secret” information would cause “serious damage,” and “confidential” information would merely cause “damage.”

When classifying information, the classifying officer must specify the danger the disclosure of the information might cause. The officer must attempt to set a date for declassification of the information. If no date is set it will be marked for declassification in ten or twenty-five years, depending on its sensitivity, although this date can be extended if the threat posed by disclosure persists. The Executive Order provides that information must be classified to protect a risk to national security and cannot be classified to “conceal violations of law, inefficiency, or administrative error” or to “prevent embarrassment to a person, organization, or agency.”

With each new administration, the rules for classification can shift significantly. For example, under President Clinton, the Executive Order concerning classification provided that “[i]f there is significant doubt about the need to classify information, it shall not be classified.” When President Bush took office, he deleted this provision and replaced it with a statement that “[t]he unauthorized disclosure of foreign government information is presumed to cause damage to national security.” In addition, the Bush Administration deleted a provision prohibiting the reclassification of declassified information and replaced it with a provision permitting reclassification of such information in certain circumstances, even if already released to the public. With the change in administrations, the classification system went from one based on a presumption against secrecy to a presumption in favor of secrecy.

The Information Security Oversight Office (ISOO), which operates under the auspices of the National Archives, oversees compliance with the classification standards. In April 2006, an ISOO audit of reclassification efforts determined that twenty-four percent of documents withdrawn from the public domain were improperly reclassified, and twelve percent of the remaining reclassification determinations were questionable. The audit report noted that in many instances “insufficient judgment

40. Id. at § 1.2.
41. Id.
42. Id. at § 1.5.
43. Id. at § 1.5(c).
44. Id. at § 1.7(a).
45. See S. Doc. No. 105-2, at 11 (1997) (reporting that in the last fifty years, every administration except the Kennedy administration has issued a new executive order on classification).
47. Exec. Order No. 13,292, supra note 39, at § 1.1(c).
48. Id. at § 1.7(c).
49. Id. at § 5.2(b); see also ISOO’s Mission, Functions, and Goals, http://www.archives.gov/isoo/about/.
50. INFORMATION SECURITY OVERSIGHT OFFICE, AUDIT REPORT, WITHDRAWAL OF RECORDS FROM PUBLIC ACCESS AT THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS ADMINISTRATION FOR CLASSIFICATION PURPOSES (2006), http://www.archives.gov/isoo/reports/2006-audit-report.html#found [hereinafter ISOO AUDIT]. For example, the CIA redacted from a document a sentence indicating that the American and British intelligence services worked together during World War II, as well as detailing the number of American spies in 1946, even though this
was applied to the decision to withdraw the record from public access,” especially in situations where the information was already published elsewhere.51 In some instances, the CIA violated the classification provisions by withdrawing unclassified information in order to obfuscate what information was truly sensitive.52 In addition, many documents that were not classified when created were classified over fifty years later on the sole basis they contained the name of a CIA official in a list of individuals provided a copy.53 Since September 11, over one million historical documents—some over 100 years old—have been reclassified.54

Overclassification has become an epidemic. J. William Leonard, ISOO Director, testified before Congress that “it is no secret that the Government classifies too much information,” and that in his experience “many senior officials will candidly acknowledge the problem of excessive classification.”55 As Leonard noted, in many cases information is classified not to protect any real national security interests, but to protect the government from embarrassment or harsh scrutiny.56 Former New Jersey Governor and 9/11 Commission Chairman Thomas Keane similarly told Congress that “three-quarters of the classified information he reviewed for the Commission should not have been classified in the first place.”57 These observations echo those of former Solicitor General of the United States Erwin Griswold, who argued on behalf of the United States in New York Times Co. v. United States, the Pentagon Papers case.58 Griswold said “[i]t quickly becomes apparent to any person who has considerable experience with classified material that there is massive overclassification and that the principal concern of the classifiers is not with national security, but rather with governmental embarrassment of one sort or another.”59

information was contained in a State Department historical volume. Scott Shane, Why the Secrecy? Only the Bureaucrats Know, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 16, 2006, at D1.
51. ISOO Audit, supra note 50.
52. Id.
53. Id.
56. Id.
The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)\textsuperscript{60} and the federal whistleblower statutes\textsuperscript{61} are two means by which Congress has attempted to provide a check on the executive branch's natural tendency to be excessively secretive. Although both types of legislation have gone a long way toward promoting an open government, they do not offer a perfect counterbalance to the Executive's efforts to control the dissemination of information. Getting information through FOIA requests has become harder and more expensive. For example, when the People for the American Way asked the Justice Department for information concerning sealed prisoner cases, the organization was required to pay $373,000 in search fees before the government would even begin to locate responsive documents.\textsuperscript{62} David Schultz, who assists the Associated Press with its FOIA requests, notes that under the Bush Administration, "[a]gencies seem to view their role as coming up with techniques to keep information secret rather than the other way around."\textsuperscript{63}

FOIA has proven particularly ineffective when it comes to alleged national security information. FOIA does not contain a broad "national security" exemption. Instead, the only portion of FOIA that directly addresses national security is Exemption 1, which exempts from disclosure documents that are "(A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy and (B) are in fact properly classified pursuant to such Executive order."\textsuperscript{64} In 1973, the Supreme Court held that when the government claimed Exemption 1 applied, it had to prove merely that the document had been classified; courts could not view the documents in camera or otherwise inquire whether the documents had been in fact properly classified.\textsuperscript{65} The following year, in reaction to the Court's decision, Congress voted to amend Exemption 1 to make clear that it did not intend the judiciary to simply rubber-stamp the Executive's classification decisions.\textsuperscript{66} Congress specifically designed the amendments to Exemption 1 to empower courts to

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{62} Alterman, \textit{supra} note 6, at 14.
\item \textsuperscript{63} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{64} 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(1) (2000). Exemption 3 provides that FOIA does not apply to information that is exempted from disclosure under a separate statute. 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(3) (2000). These separate statutory exemptions often raise national security issues. In addition, FOIA specifically permits the Federal Bureau of Investigation to exercise its discretion in determining whether to disclose documents that "pertain[] to foreign intelligence or counterintelligence, or international terrorism," provided these documents constitute classified information as provided in subsection (b)(1). 5 U.S.C. § 552(c)(3) (2000).
\item \textsuperscript{65} EPA v. Mink, 410 U.S. 73, 84 (1973).
\end{itemize}
exercise "effective judicial review of executive branch classification decisions" in order to rectify the "widespread overclassification abuses in the use of classification stamps." The 1974 amendments made clear that courts were authorized to review classified documents in camera for a de novo determination of their classification. Despite these amendments, courts have been extremely deferential to the government's classification determinations and have not engaged in a rigorous review of classified information.

In addition, after September 11, 2001, Attorney General John Ashcroft released a new policy essentially advising agencies to refrain from releasing information pursuant to a FOIA request whenever possible, a complete reversal from the operating presumption under Janet Reno that information should be withheld only when there was a foreseeable risk of harm. The Ashcroft announcement stated that "[a]ny discretionary decision by your agency to disclose information protected under the FOIA should be made only after full and deliberate consideration of the institutional, commercial, and personal privacy interests that could be implicated by disclosure of the information." Agencies were assured that the Department of Justice would defend their decisions to withhold information "unless they lack a sound legal basis or present an unwarranted risk of adverse impact on the ability of other agencies to protect other important records."

Existing protections for whistleblowers are also insufficient to check the use of the classification system to cover up illegal practices. In theory, federal employees are

68. Id. at 17,019.
70. See Military Audit Project v. Casey, 656 F.2d 724, 752 (D.C. Cir. 1981) (concluding that, in the absence of evidence of agency bad faith, summary judgment is properly granted to an agency in Exemption 1 cases without an in camera inspection or discovery by the plaintiffs when the affidavits submitted by the agency describe the sensitive documents at issue with reasonably specific detail, present justifications for nondisclosure that are detailed and persuasive, and demonstrate that the information withheld logically falls within the claimed exemption); Hayden v. NSA, 608 F.2d 1381, 1386–87 (D.C. Cir. 1979) (stating that, before conducting in camera review of classified records, courts must first afford agencies the opportunity to prove the records are properly classified by submission of an affidavit or other evidence); People for the Am. Way Found. v. NSA, 462 F. Supp. 2d 21, 33–34 (D.D.C. 2006) (concluding that, in the absence of contrary evidence or evidence of agency bad faith, an agency declaration is sufficient to demonstrate proper classification when the declaration indicates that the proper procedures were followed and that the information logically fits into Exemption 1); Patricia M. Wald, Two Unsolved Constitutional Problems, 49 U. PITT. L. REV. 753, 760 (1988) (noting that judicial review of classified information under FOIA "often seems to be done in a perfunctory way"). But see Fensterwald v. CIA, 443 F. Supp. 667, 669–70 (D.D.C. 1977) (initiating limited in camera review of a sampling of documents where agency offered only "skeletal" justifications to support broad claim of exemption and would risk compromising secrets if required to provide additional explanation).
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encouraged to report their concerns to officials in their chain of command, the Inspector General’s Office, or the relevant Congressional oversight committee. In practice, however, the current legal regime is confusing and has significant limitations.\textsuperscript{75}

First, employees seeking to disclose misconduct may be confused by the fact that federal whistleblower protection statutes do not provide uniform levels of protection, but rather differentiate between employees in the intelligence community,\textsuperscript{76} those elsewhere in the civil service,\textsuperscript{77} and members of the military.\textsuperscript{78} This uncertainty is exacerbated by the fact that the President may, at his discretion, shift certain groups of employees from the civil service category to the intelligence community category without effective notice to the employees.\textsuperscript{79} For example, although the Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989, the general federal whistleblower law, explicitly excludes employees of the FBI, the CIA, the National Security Agency, the Defense Intelligence Agency, and the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency,\textsuperscript{80} it also excludes, “as determined by the President, any Executive agency or unit thereof the principle function of which is the conduct of foreign intelligence or counterintelligence activities.”\textsuperscript{81} In other words, employees of an agency involved in intelligence activities
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could—without warning—suddenly find themselves excluded from the much broader protections of the general federal whistleblower law.82

Even if government employees can figure out which federal whistleblower law applies to them, the protections these laws offer is minimal, particularly when the disclosure involves national security information. The general federal whistleblower law protects a government employee for any disclosure of information that he "reasonably believes" demonstrates either a violation of any law, rule, or regulation, or instance of gross mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, an abuse of authority, or a substantial and specific danger to public health or safety.83 A member of the intelligence community, however, is covered under the Intelligence Community Whistleblower Protection Act of 1998 (ICWPA),84 and is protected only if he discloses a matter of "urgent concern." Urgent concern is narrowly defined to include "a serious or flagrant" violation of law or executive order, a false statement to Congress (or willful withholding of information from Congress), or the reprisal against a person who reported a matter of urgent concern.85 Members of the armed forces are protected under the Military Whistleblower Protection Act of 1988 ("Act").86 The protected disclosures under this Act are similar to those covered under the general federal whistleblower law, but the Act excludes communications that are "unlawful."87 The Act does not define the term "unlawful," leaving open the possibility that any unauthorized disclosure of classified information would not be covered.

Furthermore, when disclosing wrongdoing involving classified information, most federal employees who bypass designated agency officials and instead report directly to Congress are not protected from retaliation.88 National security employees in particular must follow very specific procedures in order to receive any protection. Any disclosure must be made first to the appropriate Inspector General or a designee.89 The Inspector General then must assess the credibility of any report and forward any credible report to the head of the intelligence agency within fourteen days.90 The employee may report directly to the congressional intelligence committees only if all of the following conditions are met: (1) the Inspector General fails to accurately transmit the report within the 14 calendar day period; (2) the employee, before making such a

84. This Act was codified at 50 U.S.C. § 403(q) (2000) for the CIA; for all other intelligence activities, it was codified under 5 U.S.C. app. 3 § 8H.
87. Id. § 1034(a)(2).
88. 5 U.S.C. § 2302(b)(8)(A) (2000) (providing that if an employee makes a disclosure to a person other than the Special Counsel or Inspector General of an agency (or a designee), the disclosure is protected only if it "is not specifically prohibited by law and if such information is not specifically required by Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or the conduct of foreign affairs"); 5 U.S.C. app. 3 § 8H(a)(1)(A)-(C) (2000 & Supp. IV 2004); 50 U.S.C. § 403q(d)(5)(A) (2000).
89. See 5 U.S.C. app. 3 § 8H(a)(1); 50 U.S.C. § 403q(d)(5)(A).
contact, furnishes the head of the activity, through the Inspector General, a statement of the employee's complaint and notice of the employee's intent to contact the intelligence committees directly; and (3) the employee obtains and follows from the head of the activity, through the Inspector General, direction on how to contact the intelligence committees in accordance with appropriate security practices.  

Finally, and perhaps most significantly, the current whistleblower statutes do not prohibit federal agencies from retaliating against a whistleblower by revoking his security clearance, a decision that is generally not subject to independent judicial review and that can lead to the employee's indefinite suspension or termination. Given these substantial weaknesses, it is not surprising that the Congressional Research Service concluded in 2005 that one reason federal employees leak information to the press is that the government has failed to provide adequate protection for whistleblowers.

II. THE GAME OF LEAKS

Although the press is commonly regarded as the "watchdog" of the government, in reality the relationship between the press and the government is a much more complicated, symbiotic relationship. At various times through our nation's history,
the press has just as frequently served as the lapdog of the executive branch as it has the watchdog for the American people. In some sense, this is not at all surprising. The press depends upon the government for news; in turn, the government depends upon the press to communicate with the public. 96 Government officials feed information to the press to advance their public image, promote new policies, and communicate with their constituents. They are literally at the mercy of the press, who hold the power to emphasize a new policy or ignore it entirely. 97 In turn, reporters who cover affairs in Washington enjoy a certain level of prestige and depend upon the federal government to supply them with the content for their publications. 98 The relationship between the President and the press is not a perfect one, nor is it particularly well designed either to promote a President’s agenda or to inform the public fully and completely about important issues. 99 But it is essential to understand all the complexities of the current system before determining under what circumstances, if any, the government should be entitled to punish the collection and publication of national security information.

A. History ofLeaks

Leaks have played an important role in the governance of the United States since its founding. One of the first major leaks in the United States occurred during George Washington’s presidency when chief negotiator John Jay returned from Great Britain in 1795 with a treaty designed to end hostilities left over from the Revolution. 100 Washington insisted that the Federalist Senate (with which he sided at that time) first review the treaty in secret in order to generate support for it before it was revealed to the public. 101 It did not take long for an Anti-Federalist newspaper to publish the full text of the treaty. 102 Although the source of many of the leaks of treaties and cabinet meetings was rumored to be Washington’s Secretary of State Thomas Jefferson, Washington himself engaged in leaking when he gave an advance copy of his farewell address to a partisan newspaper. 103

Every president has relied on the press to inform the public about government policy. 104 In The Federalist No. 84, Alexander Hamilton noted the important role of the

101. Id. at 14–15.
102. Id. at 15.
104. PONDER, supra note 98, at xii.
press, stating that "[t]he public papers will be expeditious messengers of intelligence to the most remote inhabitants of the Union." From 1789 to the late nineteenth century, public officials frequently planted information in openly partisan news outlets in order to gain political leverage and to expose government corruption. During the 1800s, with the rise of the "penny press" and the advertising-supported daily paper, the media began to shift away from party-sponsored publications, and by the late nineteenth century, commercial, mass media had emerged. As the media changed and editors were no longer blindly loyal to political parties, public officials had to adapt in order to be able to continue to use the media for their own purposes.

Presidents McKinley and Roosevelt began generating press releases, staging newsworthy events, holding press conferences, hiring press secretaries, and opening press offices. It did not take long for the executive branch to discover the value of a well-placed leak. President Theodore Roosevelt was one of the first presidents to realize that to be a strong leader he needed to use the modern press to his advantage. This meant not only dominating the front page of the newspapers by making news, but also controlling the way in which news was disseminated to the press. By speaking off the record to reporters, he created a bond between himself and the press; and in turn, the press kept quiet news that might have otherwise come out from other sources. He frequently floated "trial balloons" of possible policies to test public reaction, to discredit congressional opposition to legislation he desired, to keep his opponents off the front page, and to release unfavorable information about political allies without them knowing he was the source. If the trial balloon proved unpopular, Roosevelt would denounce reporters as being liars and frauds.

By leaking information to trusted reporters himself, Roosevelt knew he could gain popular support for a program without alienating a group he relied on for political support. He knew that any leaked information would receive high-profile attention in the newspapers, who like to advertise their access to exclusive information. Whenever possible, he preferred to provide information to opposition news outlets as a
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113. Id. at 41–42 (discussing Roosevelt's use of trial balloons to test public reaction to proposed policies); Ponder, supra note 98, at 47 (noting how President Roosevelt used the press to appeal to the public for support, frequently over congressional opposition); Tebbel, supra note 100, at 337–38; Kielbowicz, supra note 96, at 444.
114. Juergens, supra note 110, at 41–42.
115. Id. at 44.
116. Id.
means of covering his tracks and giving a sense of credibility to the leaked information.117

Executive agencies took note of all the “free” publicity Roosevelt was generating in the press, and sought to similarly expand their ability to communicate with a national audience, rather than simply disseminating information through congressionally supervised pamphlets published by the Government Printing Office.118 Not surprisingly, as the President and executive agencies began to have more direct contact with the press, the number of leaks increased dramatically.119 Public officials began selectively leaking information to reporters to cultivate relationships with them while simultaneously exercising some control over the news. Some of the agency leaks promoted positions that were contrary to President Roosevelt’s views, and there began the constant presidential struggle to prevent and minimize leaks.120 Roosevelt read the papers looking for undesirable stories. According to his military aide Archie Butt, when Roosevelt spotted an unfavorable story, “he would at once begin an investigation as to how it got there, and if he could locate the author of the leak he would dismiss him or have him transferred to some other department.”121 Very often, however, Roosevelt could not determine the source of the leak. He was particularly upset that his own cabinet secretaries were telling the press details of cabinet meetings, and in fact, called a specific cabinet meeting to discuss this very subject.122 After this meeting, Roosevelt’s press secretary William Loeb optimistically told the press that no more leaks would be coming from the executive departments, but within a very short time, the departments were again leaking like “a worn-out hose.”123

Almost all presidents since Roosevelt have used leaks as part of their efforts to promote their agendas and persuade the public.124 President William Taft—one of the only modern presidents to spurn the press—made no effort to prevent leaks or to coordinate executive branch publicity, and he quickly discovered that the media instead wrote about rumors and information spread by those who did not agree with him.125 Not surprisingly, his popularity declined as he failed to use the press to influence public opinion.126

Former executive branch officials have admitted that they selectively released sensitive information in a conscious effort to generate public support for its policies or to serve some other bureaucratic or personal agenda.127 For example, President
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Carter's former National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski admitted that he released otherwise sensitive information for "explicit administrative purposes." President Carter's former Assistant Secretary of Defense conceded that "he 'had the authority to declassify particular pieces of information when that seemed necessary.'" And a White House official under President Kennedy agreed that "high ranking administration officials knowingly and deliberately disseminated [classified information] from time to time in order to advance the interests of a particular person, [or] policy." As one commentator has noted, "the executive's power to classify and declassify information raises the specter of government misinformation, or its weaker and less noxious relative, "spin control."" The result is a distortion of the public debate on fundamental public issues.

President Reagan's Former Secretary of State Alexander Haig has said that even though leaks can be troublesome, "in the end I concluded that they were a way of governing. Leaks constituted policy; they were the authentic voice of the government." The government and its employees and officials selectively release classified or otherwise secret information in a conscious effort to test or generate public support for certain policies or to serve some other bureaucratic or personal agenda. Very often, government officials leak information to the press as a way of communicating with other parts of the government. The government also uses selective leaks to the press to communicate with foreign governments—or, just as

(explaining that one study reported that 42% of federal officials admitted to leaking information to the press, and that in reality, the number is probably even higher); Note, Keeping Secrets: Congress, the Courts, and National Security Information, 103 HARV. L. REV. 906, 911 (1990).
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134. HOLMES, supra note 97, at 12 (describing the press as a form of "in-house mail system" for government officials); SIGAL, supra note 133, at 143; Halloran, supra note 95, at A16 (explaining that "'leaking' is not solely nor even largely the province of the dissident. Rather, it is a political instrument wielded almost daily by senior officials within the Administration to influence a decision, to promote policy, to persuade Congress and to signal foreign governments."); see also Frontline: News Wars: Secrets, Sources, & Spin (Part I) (PBS television broadcast Feb. 13, 2007) (explaining that the government uses the elite press, for example The New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, and The Washington Post, to communicate with government bureaucrats and elected officials).
often, to disseminate "disinformation" and propaganda. Given that the government routinely leaks information for its own purposes, it is not surprising that a presidential aide once noted that "the people at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue are not really worried about all leaks—only those that originate outside the White House." 

Leaks from the executive branch have frequently concerned the military, national security, and foreign affairs. For example, when the United States' involvement in World War I was becoming increasingly imminent, President Woodrow Wilson and Secretary of State Robert Lansing leaked to the Associated Press the infamous Zimmerman telegram, sent from the former Secretary of the German Empire to Germany's ambassador in Mexico instructing the ambassador to approach Mexico about forming an alliance against the United States. During the Eisenhower administration, an Army program director critical of a proposed program to transfer a team of rocket experts from the Army to NASA chose to leak information about the proposal to a Baltimore Sun reporter instead of appealing to his immediate supervisors in order to "make sure that the President knew that this was a highly controversial matter." And during the Reagan administration, it was Attorney General Edwin Meese who first revealed that the United States had sold arms to Iran.

During the Scooter Libby criminal prosecution, the public gained insight into the various ways in which the Bush Administration has attempted to manipulate the press. President Bush was criticized for selectively declassifying portions of the National Intelligence Estimate on Iraq to provide support for going to war against Iraq in 2003. When former ambassador Joseph Wilson wrote an editorial in the New York Times calling into question Bush's claim that Iraq was developing nuclear weapons, the White House authorized aide Lewis "Scooter" Libby to leak selective sensitive national security information—including the identity of Wilson's wife, then-CIA operative Valerie Plame—to discredit Wilson's claims. Although the President argued that he merely selectively declassified bits of information, the line between leaking and selectively declassifying information is hazy at best, and illustrates the vast control the executive branch has over the dissemination of national security information to the public.

Given this history, it should be no surprise that most leaks do not come from disgruntled employees or whistleblowers, but rather from high-level officials.
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Everyone from the President on down, as well as Congress and their staffers, leak information from time to time to gain an advantage or protect their reputations. Max Frankel, the former Executive Editor of the New York Times, noted that “[h]igh officials of the government reveal secrets in the search for support of their policies, or to help sabotage the plans and policies of rival departments.”\textsuperscript{144} Frankel explained that “[l]earning always to trust each other to some extent, and never to trust each other fully—for their purposes are often contradictory and downright antagonistic—the reporter and the official trespass regularly, customarily, easily and un-self-consciously (even unconsciously) through what they both know to be official ‘secrets.’”\textsuperscript{145} He added that

everything that our Government does, plans, thinks, hears, and contemplates in the realms of foreign policy is stamped and treated as secret—and then unraveled by that same government, by the Congress, and by the press in one continuing round of professional and social contacts and cooperative and competitive exchanges of information.\textsuperscript{146}

As one author studying the game of leaks has noted, the government would like to be able “to disclose the information they want, when they want, and in the way that they want.”\textsuperscript{147} Of course at times there are leaks that the government does not authorize—from disgruntled current or former employees, to self-styled “patriots” trying to do what they see as a public service, to politicians. Regardless of their motivation, leaks too are an important part of the “game” and often contribute in important ways to the public debate. This game of having secrets, keeping secrets, revealing secrets, learning secrets, and publishing secrets is a game the press and the government play on a regular basis. In this game, all the players have their wins and losses.\textsuperscript{148} The game is far from perfect; Louis Henkin aptly noted that the “trial by battle and cleverness” between the three branches and the press “hardly seems the way best to further the various aims of a democratic society” because it does not guarantee that information that is improperly classified will be revealed, or that genuinely sensitive information will remain secret.\textsuperscript{149}

As long as the executive branch controls the flow of government information, leaks play an undeniably important role not only in informing the American public, but also in checking the executive branch.Leaks of classified information have played an important role in informing the public throughout our country’s history. For example, through leaks, the public also has learned the details of the Iran-Contra Affair;\textsuperscript{150} the
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government's radiation and biological weapon experiments on unwitting Americans;\textsuperscript{151} the effectiveness of weapons systems;\textsuperscript{152} human rights abuses in Latin America, Asia, and Africa;\textsuperscript{153} and many other illegally or morally reprehensible government practices. More recently, leaks of secret or classified information have led to the public discovery of several questionable—if not illegal—practices, including the treatment of prisoners in Abu Ghraib\textsuperscript{154} and Guantanamo Bay,\textsuperscript{155} wiretapping outside of the provisions of FISA,\textsuperscript{156} and extraordinary rendition.\textsuperscript{157}

\section*{B. Controlling Leaks}

Threatening reporters with criminal prosecution for publishing classified national security information is just one of many ways the executive branch attempts to stem the tide of leaks of which it does not approve.

First and foremost, presidents have attempted to limit leaks by surrounding themselves with loyalists and by excluding dissidents. Although President Bush is notorious for this practice, he is by no means the first president to use this method. President Wilson was so disturbed by leaks coming from the publicity offices of his Cabinet that he held Cabinet meetings less frequently and limited the scope of discussion, choosing instead to communicate with Cabinet members individually.\textsuperscript{158} Similarly, to reduce leaks, President Kennedy excluded staff subordinates from sensitive meetings concerning the Cuban missile crisis; President Johnson limited his weekly luncheons discussing Vietnam War policy to a small group of senior officials; and President Nixon demanded that those working under him pledge to him personally that they would not leak any information to the press.\textsuperscript{159} President Reagan issued an order forbidding all but a handful of executive branch officials from speaking on
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background to the press.\textsuperscript{160} He was also the first president to issue an executive order requiring all federal workers to sign contracts agreeing to the censorship of any publications they might write for the rest of their lives.\textsuperscript{161}

In addition, the executive branch has required government employees either to obtain permission before speaking to the press or to report to a supervisor the substance of any conversations they have with a member of the media. In searching for the identity of a leaker, the government may force employees to take a lie detector test,\textsuperscript{162} or to sign a statement waiving any confidentiality agreement they might have had with a member of the press.\textsuperscript{163} Recently, the government has begun passing out different versions of official documents to each individual with slight grammatical differences, such as an extra or missing comma; if a document is leaked, these small differences can help the government identify the individual who leaked it.\textsuperscript{164} In cases where the identity of an unauthorized leaker becomes known, the employee is made an “object lesson” for other employees, whether by subjecting the employee to criminal prosecution, stripping the employee of his security clearance, or firing him from his job.\textsuperscript{165}

The government also has methods of punishing the press for publishing leaks. Because the press and the government are in a symbiotic relationship—with the press depending on the government, and vice versa—government officials can temporarily stop returning the phone calls of disfavored journalists.\textsuperscript{166} The press can be excluded from a press briefing, denied access to other proceedings, or even an invitation to the White House Christmas Party.\textsuperscript{167} President Theodore Roosevelt, one of the first
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presidents to take advantage of the press for his own publicity, divided reporters by those he could trust and those he could not, and if a reporter violated his trust, he would cut off not only that reporter but also that reporter’s newspaper from access to the news. Those who stayed in Roosevelt’s good graces were treated to “almost astonishing frankness” about sensitive matters of state.

The Bush Administration has recently demonstrated a willingness to issue subpoenas to reporters and publishers when they publish a story that the government does not want disclosed. In the trial of Scooter Libby, 10 of the 19 witnesses called were journalists. After the New York Times revealed that the National Security Agency was monitoring telecommunications outside of the oversight of the FISA court, the Department of Justice began a leak investigation.

C. A Generally Responsible Press

Some commentators charge journalists with ignoring the national security implications of publishing classified information, but this accusation has little foundation. Indeed, the press has exercised remarkable self-restraint by routinely considering the ramifications of its publications and frequently holding stories or limiting their scope in order to soften their impact. The government has often tried to convince the media to exercise publishing restraint. Although the government and the press are natural adversaries, this mediation approach has largely worked. History demonstrates that, if anything, the press has often been too willing to engage in self-censorship in times of war.

The press has played an important role in wartime since the nation’s founding. During the American Revolution, the anti-British press helped stir up sentiment against the British and contributed to the unification of the thirteen colonies into a nation. Francis Hopkinson, who signed the Declaration of Independence, noted the essential role the press played in the colonies’ victory because “by influencing the minds of the multitude, [it] can perhaps do more towards gaining a point than the best rifle gun or sharpest bayonet.” These early newspapers lacked reporters; instead, they gathered their news from official pronouncements, letters, and other publications, including those supporting the British. Although from time to time the colonial newspapers
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published troop movements, there is little evidence that the disclosure of such information undermined the nascent country's struggle for independence.\(^\text{176}\)

In World War I, the United States fought a "total war," harnessing every possible resource it could to secure victory. One resource it did not have to harness, however, was the press; as one commentator has described it, "the press enlisted to fight World War I."\(^\text{177}\) Once the United States entered the war, President Wilson established, with an executive order, a new office called the Committee on Public Information (CPI), which provided the news media with press releases suitable for immediate publication and provided guidelines for the publication of any other information.\(^\text{178}\) In addition, the media agreed to abide by vast censorship provisions and to publish the propaganda the government provided.\(^\text{179}\) The press occasionally violated the CPI guidelines, but they generally honored them and may have been more circumspect than the guidelines required.\(^\text{180}\)

In addition, the government engaged in activity that certainly would be considered unconstitutional today. Under the Espionage Act of 1917, Congress had authorized criminal penalties for anyone who willfully made or conveyed "false reports or statements with intent to interfere with the operation or success of the military or naval forces of the United States," willfully causing, or attempting to cause, "insubordination, disloyalty, mutiny, or refusal of duty" in the Army or Navy, or willfully obstructing recruitment and enlistment.\(^\text{181}\) Any publications deemed to violate these provisions were considered "unmailable." The postmaster general, whose decisions were not subject to judicial review, used this authority to threaten the second-class mailing permits of seventy-five newspapers.\(^\text{182}\) On the battlefield, journalists agreed to follow a voluntary code of self-censorship.\(^\text{183}\) They were required to sign a statement swearing to report the truth and not to report any information that could assist the enemy.\(^\text{184}\)

During World War II, the Office of Censorship was created to identify information that the press should refrain from publishing.\(^\text{185}\) American broadcasters and newspapers were asked not to publish information about weather reports, troop movements, naval and merchant ships, military plans, selective service enrollment, fortifications, war material experiments, casualty lists, and the location of national treasures unless the appropriate authority released the information or gave specific permission for publication.\(^\text{186}\) In addition, the Office of Censorship requested that
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broadcasters take precautions with respect to request programs, quiz programs, interviews, commentaries, and foreign language programming to guard against "enemy exploitation." The government asked the media to use "good common sense" and to ask themselves before publication, "Is this information I would like to have if I were the enemy?" In addition, the media was advised that if they "desire[d] clarification or advice as to what disclosures might or might not aid the enemy, the Office of Censorship [would] cooperate gladly."

Compliance with the censorship codes was voluntary, but no print journalist and only one radio journalist knowingly violated them. For example, "liberal crusading journalist" Drew Pearson and New York Times reporter William Lawrence knew about the development of the atomic bomb long before it was dropped on Japan, but they did not publish that information until after the war was over. Commentators have noted that the reason the press largely complied with the codes was probably because the Office of Censorship limited itself to matters involving a definite military risk. The Roosevelt administration contemplated prosecuting a member of the press only once during World War II. In 1942, the Chicago Tribune published accounts of the Battle of Midway that revealed that the United States had broken the Japanese code. The government ultimately decided not to prosecute the newspaper because it subsequently became clear that the Japanese had not noticed the story, and administration officials were concerned that a prosecution would bring attention to the matter.

In 1961, during the Cold War, President Kennedy addressed the American Newspapers Publishers Association and asked that the press exercise extra caution before publishing information that might bear on national security. Emphasizing that he would never tolerate censorship, Kennedy offered to open the communication channels between his administration and the press in order to promote more thoughtful and informed publication decisions. Eighteen months later, Kennedy’s promise of open communication was put to the test. The New York Times had received information that the Soviet Union had stationed nuclear weapons in Cuba, but it delayed publishing this information after President Kennedy explained to the newspaper’s editors that he would be addressing the nation the following day and
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needed time to solidify diplomatic and military contingencies in case his public announcement enflamed the situation with the Soviets.\textsuperscript{198}

During the Iran hostage crisis during President Jimmy Carter's administration, the press held many stories that might have caused harm to the hostages.\textsuperscript{199} For example, most reporters covering Iran knew of embassy officials who had escaped during the takeover and were hiding somewhere in the city of Tehran, but not a single story concerning these officials—who ultimately escaped disguised as Canadian businessmen—appeared in the media.\textsuperscript{200} Katharine Graham ordered the \textit{Washington Post} and \textit{Newsweek} to comply with a request from the President's office not to disclose the secret negotiations between the United States and Iranian lawyers.\textsuperscript{201} The media's willingness to cooperate with the President's request for secrecy is yet another example of its respect for legitimate national security concerns. This cooperation did not immunize the press from criticism, however; \textit{The Nation} magazine criticized the press for abdicating its role as a watchdog, stating in an editorial that "the media appear to have abandoned all critical scrutiny of the Administration's decision-making process."\textsuperscript{202}

In 1986, President Reagan personally asked Katherine Graham of the \textit{Washington Post} to refrain from publishing information concerning a spy project called "Ivy Bells," in which the United States was conducting underwater eavesdropping in Russian harbors.\textsuperscript{203} Reagan told Graham that the continued secrecy of the spy program was extremely important for national security, and that if her newspaper revealed its existence, he would support its prosecution.\textsuperscript{204} Acceding to the President's request because it "was unable fully to judge the validity of the national security objections of the senior officials and because of its lawyers' concerns," the \textit{Washington Post} removed all mention of Ivy Bells from its report and instead published a relatively innocuous story about the interactions of accused spy Ronald Penton with Soviet agents.\textsuperscript{205} Much to the paper's surprise, NBC revealed the exact same story on the \textit{Today} show.\textsuperscript{206} When threatened with prosecution, NBC News President Lawrence Grossman said NBC was surprised because the network had published the exact same information a year earlier when Pelton was arrested; in addition, Pelton's attorney had identified the spy program in open court during a pretrial proceeding, and the \textit{Washington Post} and the \textit{New York Times} had revealed the existence of a similar program a decade earlier.\textsuperscript{207}

The press has continued to be mindful that its responsibility to the nation is not to pass along every bit of classified information it receives, but to weigh carefully the public's right to know what its government is doing against the national security harms that might result from publication. Indeed, Benjamin Bradlee noted in his memoir \textit{A}
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*Good Life* that while he was editor at the *Washington Post*, he "kept many stories out of the paper because [he] felt—without any government pressure—that the national security would be harmed by their publication."\(^{208}\) Kenneth Wainstein, Assistant Attorney General for National Security in the Bush Administration, recently confirmed this view of the press as largely responsible, noting that he has found the press reasonable and cooperative in not publishing sensitive information.\(^{209}\)

Some of the most recent stories revealing questionable, if not illegal, government activities were published only after the most thorough consideration of the national security implications, often in consultation with government officials. For example, the *New York Times* held its story about the National Security Agency’s warrantless surveillance program for over a year based on arguments from officials in the Bush Administration that publishing the article would cause grave harm to national security efforts. It was only after extensive additional reporting that the newspaper realized that publishing the story would not provide useful information to terrorists who were the targets of the program. To date there has been no credible explanation of how the *New York Times*’ decision to publish this story harmed the government’s counterterrorism efforts.\(^{210}\)

Similarly, the *Washington Post* published an article revealing the existence of "black sites" where terrorism suspects were secretly detained and interrogated, but at the insistence of Bush Administration officials, the paper did not identify the names of the Eastern European countries that were participating in the program.\(^{211}\) The *Washington Post* explained that it had accepted the government’s argument that revealing those countries’ identities “might disrupt counterterrorism efforts in those countries and elsewhere and could make them targets of possible terrorist retaliation.”\(^{212}\) Like the publication of the NSA wiretapping story, the *Washington Post*’s black site revelations may have caused the United States some embarrassment in international circles, but there is no reason to believe that it has undermined its counterterrorism efforts.

There may be many reasons why the press is as cooperative as it is with the government. The press may be concerned that if it publishes stories that truly threaten national security, the government will have public support to go after the journalists themselves, particularly by subpoenaing them to reveal the identities of their sources. Some critics have suggested that reporters like to withhold national security secrets so that they can maintain status as “ultimate insiders” in the world of power.\(^{213}\) In addition, the press may act responsibly out of their own economic self-interest; they do not want their consumers to perceive them as disloyal.
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So far, the government has never brought a prosecution against the press; instead, the Justice Department has focused on the leakers themselves. It is not clear whether the government would ever actually try to prosecute the press; it might be sufficient to have the threat of prosecution hanging over the heads of reporters and editors. As a CIA spokesman once said, "We don't want to police the press . . . . We want the press to police itself." At a hearing before the Senate Judiciary Committee last May, Deputy U.S. Attorney Matthew W. Friedrich refused to rule out the possibility of prosecuting the press, but emphasized that the department's "primary focus is on the leakers of classified information, as opposed to the press." Although the press can take some comfort in the government's obvious reluctance to indict it for publishing sensitive national security information, the threat of prosecution remains very real. In addition, given that the internet permits individuals with no journalistic training to publish information to the world at large, it is quite likely that the government will want to prosecute an individual publisher who has not been as responsible as the mainstream media has generally proven to be. The government's willingness to prosecute the AIPAC lobbyists indicates that prosecutions against non-government actors may not be too far behind.

III. THE CURRENT STATUTORY REGIME

A review of the applicable statutes reveals that any of a number of provisions could be used against non-government actors. The United States lacks an equivalent to the United Kingdom's Official Secrets Act, but it does have several statutes that criminalize the dissemination of particular types of information. Most of these provisions are contained in the Espionage Act. In addition, Congress has enacted several other laws that protect specific information or protect the government's proprietary rights.

A. No Official Secrets Act

The United States does not have an act like the United Kingdom's Official Secrets Act that punishes all unauthorized disclosures of classified information. In 2000, Congress passed legislation that would have criminalized the disclosure of classified information by U.S. officers or officials or any others with authorized access to such
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Information, but it was vetoed by President Clinton. In his veto memo, Clinton explained that while he agreed that unauthorized disclosures of classified information are too frequent and can be "extraordinarily harmful" to the national security, the proposed legislation struck a poor balance between the two equally compelling needs to protect national security secrets and to promote the free flow of information that is essential to democracy.\textsuperscript{217} In particular, Clinton expressed concern that the law would have a chilling effect on perfectly legitimate activities by serving to discourage government officials from appropriate discussions of public issues in press briefings or other legitimate activities, and by deterring former government officials from contributing to the public debate through teaching, writing, and public speaking.\textsuperscript{218} In 2006, Senator Bond (R-MO) proposed very similar legislation to the bill Clinton vetoed.\textsuperscript{219}

B. The Espionage Act

While the proposed official secrets legislation applies only to those individuals who have authorized access to classified information, many provisions of the Espionage Act are potentially applicable to those who do not occupy a position of "trust" with the government, including the media.

In their famous Columbia Law Review article published shortly after the Pentagon Papers case, Benno Schmidt and Harold Edgar exhaustively detailed the history of this Act and examined its often vague and confusing language.\textsuperscript{220} The first iteration of the Espionage Act came in 1917 and was amended several times; the most recent amendments were made in 1950. As many commentators and judges have noted, the Espionage Act is one of the most confusing and ambiguous federal criminal statutes.\textsuperscript{221}

The foundation for the current Espionage Act lies in the Defense of Secrets Act of 1911,\textsuperscript{222} which represented Congress's first attempt to draft legislation specifically intended to protect the confidentiality of national defense information.\textsuperscript{223} Prior to this time, the government depended on generally applicable statutes barring treason,
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unlawful entry onto military bases, and theft of government property.\textsuperscript{224} The Defense of Secrets Act prohibited the willful communication of knowledge concerning “anything connected with the national defense” to someone “not entitled to receive it.”\textsuperscript{225} The provisions of the Defense of Secrets Act were largely retained in the Espionage Act.\textsuperscript{226}

The potential breadth and scope of the various provisions of the current Espionage Act are staggering. Many of its sections could, on their faces, apply to a media entity or reporter who obtains, retains, or publishes national defense information. Although it is not always clear whether this was Congress’s intent, the press plainly is vulnerable to indictment under these provisions.

1. Section 793

Section 793 restricts the gathering, retention, and dissemination of national security defense information. Subsection 793(a) criminalizes the entry onto any military installation “for the purpose of obtaining information respecting the national defense with intent or reason to believe that the information is to be used to the injury of the United States, or to the advantage of any foreign nation.” Subsections 793(b) and (c) similarly punish anyone who copies or attempts to copy, or receives or obtains, or attempts to receive or obtain, “anything connected with the national defense,” provided that the offender has “the purpose of obtaining the information . . . with intent or reason to believe that the information is to be used to the injury of the United States, or to the advantage of any foreign nation.” Although these provisions do not apply to the act of publication, they do relate to pre-publication activities, namely, the investigation and acquisition of national defense information.\textsuperscript{227}

Subsections 793(d) and (f), which impose penalties for the dissemination of national security information on those in “lawful” possession of it, would generally not apply to the media, but subsection 793(e), which prohibits the dissemination or retention of such information by those in “unauthorized possession” of it, easily could be. This provision is particularly dangerous for the press with respect to tangible national security materials because the statute requires only that the offender disseminate or retain such materials “willfully.” With respect to “information pertaining to the national defense,” the government must also prove that the offender has “reason to believe [the information] could be used to the injury of the United States or advantage of a foreign nation.” Although this provision would provide some measure of protection for the press, it is unclear exactly how much.

Federal courts have imposed a number of limitations on the scope of “information relating to the national defense” to save it from being unconstitutionally vague and overbroad. Although the Espionage Act does not contain a definition of what constitutes “information relating to the national defense,” in \textit{Gorin v. United States}, the Supreme Court held that the term “national defense” contained in a predecessor provision was a “generic concept of broad connotations, referring to the military and
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naval establishments and the related activities of national preparedness.” In interpreting the predecessor provision, the Supreme Court held that the government does not have to provide any proof of injury or even potential injury to the United States; that the information could be advantageous to a foreign country is sufficient. The Court held that it was sufficient if the disclosed information be used “to the advantage of a foreign nation,” regardless of whether the nation is friend or foe. Furthermore, the Espionage Act is not clear whether the government must show actual injury to the national security of the United States (or actual advantage to a foreign power). Later courts have noted that the classification of the information is probative, although not conclusive, evidence that it is information relating to the national defense; the classification scheme did not exist when Gorin was decided in 1941. To be constitutional, the courts have first required that the information at issue could not be publicly available, and the information, if disclosed, must be “potentially damaging to the United States or useful to an enemy of the United States.” As one judge has noted, a “potentially damaging” standard has incredibly broad sweep because “[o]ne may wonder whether any information shown to be related somehow to national defense could fail to have at least some such 'potential.'”
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Most importantly, the Supreme Court held that the phrase "information relating to national security" was constitutional because it was limited by a scienter requirement that the offender had "reason to believe [that the information] could be used to the injury of the United States or to the advantage of any foreign nation." By adding this requirement Congress hoped to provide some measure of protection to free debate on national security issues. The Congressional record contains little indication, however, of whether Congress meant by this "intent or reason to believe" requirement that the offender had to intend to harm the United States or benefit a foreign power, or whether it "is to be inferred from action when occurrence of the result is a virtual certainty." Some lower courts have embraced a reading of Gorin suggesting this intent requirement required a showing of "bad faith." In the AIPAC case, for example, Judge Ellis held that the government would have to prove not only that the defendants knew that the national defense information at issue could harm the United States, but also that they had a "bad faith purpose to either harm the United States or to aid a foreign government." In other words, Judge Ellis explained, even if the defendants knew the disclosure of the information could harm the United States or help its enemies, they could not be convicted under the statute if they disclosed the information for "some salutary motive" or "as an act of patriotism." The disclosure of the information must be objectively harmful to the United States, and the defendant must be subjectively intending to cause that harm. If Judge Ellis's interpretation of the "reason to believe" requirement stands, it would be very hard to satisfy this "bad faith" requirement in prosecutions against the press for the disclosure of "information relating to national security."

Although it appears from the legislative history that Congress did not intend 18 U.S.C. § 793(e) to apply to the media, the plain language of the statute is by no means clear on that point. A media outlet, having "unauthorized possession" of any of the national security materials or information listed in the statute, from a leak, frequently "communicates" this information to "any person not entitled to receive it"—its readers. Such action would violate the plain language of § 793(e). Nothing in the statute carves out the press or publications to the public at large; instead, it simply applies to anyone who "communicates, delivers, or transmits" information to "others not entitled to
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receive it.” Although there is some evidence that Congress intentionally did not use the word “publish” in order to keep the press out of its scope, under the law, “publishing” information is a form of “communicating” it. In addition, as a realistic matter, publishing information necessarily involves some communication, typically between sources such as editors, copy editors, etc.\footnote{242}

Although the Supreme Court has not addressed the issue, lower courts have been unwilling to read these statutes as applying only to the classic espionage setting. The leading case on this issue is \textit{Morison v. United States}, where the Fourth Circuit rejected the argument that 18 U.S.C. § 793(d) and 18 U.S.C. § 793(e) apply only to “classic spying and espionage activity by persons who, in the course of that activity, had transmitted national security secrets to agents of foreign governments with intent to injure the United States,” and not to the transmittal of information to a nationally recognized news organization.\footnote{243} In that case, the defendant, Samuel Loring Morison, a military intelligence employee, had been doing some off-duty work for \textit{Jane’s Defence Weekly}, a London-based publication that provided information on international naval operations. During his work there, Morison provided the publication with classified satellite photographs Navy intelligence had taken of a Soviet aircraft carrier in a Black Sea naval shipyard.\footnote{244} His defense was not based on the actual words of the Espionage Act, but rather on the legislative intent of Congress.\footnote{245} The Fourth Circuit also rejected Morison’s argument:\footnote{246}

\begin{quote}
Both statutes plainly apply to “whoever” having access to national defense information has under section 793(d) “willfully communicate[ed], deliver[ed] or transmit[ted] . . . to a person not entitled to receive it,” or has retained it in violation of section 793(e). The language of the two statutes includes no limitation to spies or to “an agent of a foreign government,” either as to the transmitter or the transmitee of the information, and they declare no exemption in favor of one who leaks to the press. It covers “anyone.” It is difficult to conceive of any language more definite and clear.\footnote{247}

The more recent AIPAC case has extended the reach of subsections 793(d) and (e) to individuals who, unlike Morison, are not in a position of trust in the government.
\end{quote}

2. Section 794

Section 794 also concerns the transfer of national defense information, but rather than prohibiting the disclosure of information to “one not entitled to receive it,” it
instead prohibits disclosure to an “agent... [of a] foreign government,” without regard to whether the foreign power is friend or foe. As with § 793, it is quite possible to construe certain provisions of this statute to apply to the media, although it is not at all clear that was Congress’s intent.

Subsection 794(a) sweeps broadly to impose criminal penalties on anyone who “communicates, delivers, or transmits, or attempts to communicate, deliver, or transmit,” to any foreign government or agent “either directly or indirectly” any “document, writing, code book, signal book, sketch, photograph, photographic negative, blueprint, plan, map, model, note, instrument, appliance, or information relating to the national defense,” provided that the person has the “intent or reason to believe that it is to be used to the injury of the United States or to the advantage of a foreign nation.” Although the subsection does not define “information relating to the national defense,” it permits the imposition of the death penalty only if the offense resulted in a foreign power uncovering the identity of a United States secret agent, or if the information details major weapons systems, communications intelligence or cryptotographic information, or any major element of defense strategy.

It is possible to read this subsection as subjecting the press to punishment if it “indirectly” delivers national security information to foreign powers by publishing a newspaper, broadcasting on television or radio, or posting on an Internet site where agents of a foreign power might discover it. Edgar and Schmidt argue that the “direct or indirect” language is “better read as directed at communication between citizens when the transmitter realizes that his contact is but a link in the intended chain to a foreign recipient.” In addition, they point out that the drafters specifically avoided using the word “publish” in this provision, even though they used that word in § 794(b). This is all well and good, but it is a slender defense for any media who are prosecuted under this provision. Publication is a form of communication, and publishing any information in the United States—particularly in the age of the Internet—is equivalent to “indirectly” publishing it to foreign powers. If a court could get past the plain language of the statute, the legislative history is somewhat more helpful to the press. When subsections 794(a) and (b) were passed in 1917, Congress rejected proposed legislation that would have authorized the President to issue regulations to prohibit the publication of specific national security information. Those who argued against giving the President this power argued that 794(b) was sufficient; neither side mentioned subsection 794(a) as having any relevance to this issue.

Subsection 794(b) is applicable only “in time of war.” It punishes anyone who “collects, records, publishes, or communicates, or attempts to elicit any information” concerning military matters “with the intent that the same shall be communicated to the enemy.” Unlike subsection 794(a), subsection 794(b) does not require that an offender have “intent or reason to believe” that the disclosed national defense information will be “used to the injury of the United States or to the advantage of a foreign nation”;
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instead, it is sufficient that the offender have the intent that the information “shall be communicated to the enemy,” and it is sufficient if the information “might be useful to the enemy.” The Espionage Act fails to define who constitutes an “enemy,” and in the “war on terror,” this is an endlessly elastic concept.\(^{254}\)

Significantly, subsection 794(b) punishes anyone who “publishes” military information. It is unclear from the plain language of the statute whether this provision was meant to apply to the press. The use of the word “publish” is an indication that it was intended to apply to the press; on the other hand, if that were Congress’s intent, it is odd that Congress would saddle the Department of Justice with the requirement that it prove the press specifically “intended” to communicate with the enemy, rather than with the general public.\(^{255}\) Trying to communicate with its readership and to make money would not be a sufficient basis for a prosecution against the press based on this provision.\(^{256}\) That said, § 793(b) could apply to “disloyal” papers—especially foreign-language papers that are suspected of having allegiance to the enemy.\(^{257}\) Indeed, the Trading with the Enemy Act of 1917, which required foreign language newspapers to submit translations before publication, indicates that Congress was indeed concerned with treasonous newspapers.\(^{258}\)

3. Section 798

Section 798 specifically bans the dissemination of “classified information . . . concerning the communications intelligence activities of the United States.” Section 798 explicitly applies to anyone who “publishes” this specific category of national defense information.

The scope of this statute is staggering. Unlike many other Espionage Act provisions, this subsection does not require an offender to have “intent or reason to believe” that the publication would harm the United States or provide an advantage to a foreign power. The only intent requirement is that the publication be “knowingly and willfully,” which is easily satisfied in cases involving the media. In addition, section 798 does not require a showing that the information was properly classified,\(^{259}\) or that even if at one time it was properly classified, that classification is still appropriate. For example, the statute does not distinguish between communications intelligence information that was classified last year, and similar information that was classified during World War II. In addition, the statute’s definition of classified, which includes information or material “that the person knows or has reason to believe has been properly classified by appropriate authorities,” could sweep in information that
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259. *United States v. Boyce*, 594 F.2d 1246, 1251 (9th Cir. 1979) (“Under section 798, the propriety of the classification is irrelevant. The fact of classification of a document or documents is enough to satisfy the classification element of the offense.”). Section 797, which prohibits the publication of photographs or any representation of a military installation or equipment that the President has declared “as requiring protection against the general dissemination of information relative thereto,” also lacks an intent requirement. 18 U.S.C. § 797 (2000).
has not actually been classified. Finally, the statute does not require any showing that the disclosure of the information would pose any harm whatsoever to the United States' national security interests. Although by referring to "classified" information the statute arguably incorporates any potential harm standard into the Executive's classification scheme, this scheme is constantly subject to change.

Gabriel Schoenfeld has argued that section 798 could be used to prosecute the New York Times reporters who revealed that the National Security Agency was conducting wiretapping outside the constraints of the Federal Intelligence Security Act.260 If section 798 can be reasonably interpreted to cover the NSA wiretapping program—which certainly seems plausible—the New York Times would face potential liability under this section unless it could show that the statute was otherwise unconstitutional.

C. Atomic Energy Act

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 protects the secrecy of information relating to nuclear energy and weapons.261 Because the secrecy provisions of this Act are identical to those contained in the Atomic Energy Act of 1946, it is essential to look at the legislative history of the 1946 Act for guidance.

Before August 5, 1944, when the atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima, neither Congress nor the general public was aware that atomic energy or atomic weapons were possible.262 The atomic bomb had been developed in secret by scientists working under military supervision as part of the Manhattan Project.263 Although the bulk of the legislation passed to deal with the new problem of atomic energy and weapons concerned whether the administration and control of such technology should be in military or civilian hands,264 there was much debate over the provisions governing the dissemination of atomic weapons information. Indeed, one of the primary battlegrounds between scientists and government officials was whether scientific information concerning nuclear science would be openly available or tightly controlled by the Pentagon.265 Although few scientists argued for the complete declassification of atomic weapons information, many argued that scientists were in a much better position than government officials to tell what was truly a "secret," and that too much secrecy could undermine their ability to conduct research.266 Others argued that only

263. Id.
264. Id. at 817-19.
266. See, e.g., Atomic Energy: Hearing on H.R. 4280 Before the H. Comm. On Military Affairs, 79th Cong. 98 (1945) [hereinafter Statement of Harold Anderson] (Statement of Harold Anderson, Ph.D., of the University of Chicago, Santa Fe, N.M.) (“The greatest progress in understanding comes from research coupled with the fullest and most free discussion and dissemination of its results and the related ideas.”); see also Miller, supra, note 262, at 810–13. Miller mentions that during the Manhattan Project an entire laboratory might have exploded had one group of scientists not illicitly leaked information to another. Id. at 811. Harold Anderson also argued that excessive secrecy could actually harm our national security interests by causing
government control could adequately protect our national security interests, suggesting that some atomic energy information had already been leaked from Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Secretary of Defense Patterson argued before Congress that atomic weapons information was more sensitive than any other kind of information, including information pertaining to bacteriological warfare. From the beginning of this debate, the American public was quick to accept the notion that keeping this information secret was essential to protect against nuclear warfare. A commentator, writing shortly after the Atomic Energy Act of 1946 was passed, noted that "an early propaganda coup was scored when the words 'security' and 'secrecy' became interchangeable in this field."

Because government and military officials convinced Congress that the Espionage Act offered an inadequate safeguard of atomic energy information and that the difficulties of amending the Espionage Act to cover all national security information appeared insurmountable without interfering with the First Amendment, specific provisions prohibiting the communication and dissemination of such information were included in the Atomic Energy Act. The policy provisions of the Act governing the control of atomic information recognized the tension between "controll[ing] the dissemination of restricted data in such a manner as to assure the common defense and security" and permitting the dissemination of atomic energy information "to provide that free interchange of ideas and criticisms... essential to scientific progress."

The first draft of the Senate bill divided nuclear information into two categories: basic scientific information that was to remain in the public domain and technical data concerning the design and manufacture of bombs. The Senate ultimately rejected

foreign governments to become suspicious. Statement of Harold Anderson, supra, at 99 ("In the eyes of a foreign government, the enactment of legislation which shields possible military activities of a government behind a cloak of secrecy is itself an act of aggression" and is "fraught with just the dangers of mutual suspicion which we must endeavor from the beginning to wipe out").


269. Miller, supra note 262, at 810.

270. Id. This continues to be the modern public understanding. When the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit asked Alexander Bickel—who was representing the New York Times in the Pentagon Papers case—to give an example of information that could be subjected to a prior restraint, he suggested a scenario in which "the hydrogen bomb turns up." Transcript of Oral Argument at 44–45, United States v. New York Times, 444 F.2d 544 (2d Cir. 1971) (No. 71–1617), reprinted in 2 THE NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY v. UNITED STATES, A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY, at 929–30 (James C. Goodale ed., Arno Press 1971).

271. See Atomic Hearings, supra note 268, at 86–87 (testimony of Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal); 92 CONG. REC. 6096 (1946) (testimony of Secretary of War Robert Patterson) (expressing concern that the Espionage Act did not permit prosecution of government employees who disseminated national security information, rather than documents, without a specific level of intent). Specifically, some were concerned that the Espionage Act required employees disseminating "information" to do so with a specific level of intent. Id.


273. Atomic Energy Act, S. 1717, 79th Cong. § 10(b) (1946). Congress also considered empowering the Atomic Energy Commission to issue regulations declaring what information
this distinction and instead created a special category of sensitive information called "Restricted Data," which is defined as "all data concerning (1) design, manufacture, or utilization of atomic weapons; (2) the production of special nuclear material; or (3) the use of special nuclear material in the production of energy." This definition does not distinguish between information generated by the government and information generated by private scientists, or between information that is obtained from publicly available sources and that obtained from classified sources, leading some to note that information concerning a nuclear bomb can be "born classified." The Act subjects to criminal penalties anyone who "communicates, transmits, or discloses" documents or information "involving or incorporating restricted data" with the "intent to injure the United States" or advantage a foreign nation, or who has "reason to believe such data" would have that effect. Those who act with "intent" to advantage a foreign nation or harm the United States face possible life imprisonment and a $100,000 fine, while those who act with merely "reason to believe" that the information could advantage a foreign nation face a maximum of ten years in jail and a $50,000 fine; the legislative history does not indicate why Congress made this distinction. This section applies regardless of whether the offender obtained the documents or information at issue "lawfully or unlawfully." Those who receive, attempt to receive, or conspire to receive documents or information "involving or incorporating Restricted Data" can also be prosecuted under another provision provided they act "with intent to injure the United States or with intent to secure an advantage to any foreign nation." Government employees, contractors, and military officials can be punished for "knowingly" communicating Restricted Data to any person not authorized to receive it as long as the offender did so "knowing or having reason to believe that such data is Restricted Data." In such a case, it is not necessary that a person communicate Restricted Data with the intent to harm the United States or advantage a foreign nation, or with reason to believe the communication would have such effect. The Act also specifically authorizes the government to obtain injunctive relief to prevent any violations of its provisions.

In United States v. Progressive, Inc., a federal district court relied on the Atomic Energy Act to grant a preliminary injunction to prevent the publication of a magazine article describing a method of manufacturing and assembling a hydrogen bomb. Unlike the Espionage Act, the Atomic Energy Act specifically authorizes the Attorney General to seek injunctive relief against someone who "has engaged or is about to engage" in any violation of its provisions. 42 U.S.C. § 2280. The district court considered the following factors in determining whether to grant the injunction: the potential harm to national security, the potential public interest in the dissemination of the information, and the likelihood that the injunction would prevent the publication of the article. The court found that the government had met its burden of proof and granted the injunction.
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283. 467 F. Supp. 990 (W.D. Wis. 1979). Unlike the Espionage Act, the Atomic Energy Act specifically authorizes the Attorney General to seek injunctive relief against someone who "has engaged or is about to engage" in any violation of its provisions. 42 U.S.C. § 2280. The district court considered the following factors in determining whether to grant the injunction: the potential harm to national security, the potential public interest in the dissemination of the information, and the likelihood that the injunction would prevent the publication of the article. The court found that the government had met its burden of proof and granted the injunction.
Progressive was an anti-war and anti-militarism publication that had wanted to demonstrate two things: (1) the production of a hydrogen bomb was so complex and expansive that only large governments could afford to produce them; and (2) the basics of nuclear fission and the configuration of a hydrogen bomb were not, in fact, secret. The editors of The Progressive had commissioned Howard Morland to write an article about the hydrogen bomb, and when they received it, they decided to clear the article with the Department of Energy (DOE) before publishing it. The DOE claimed that Morland’s article contained Restricted Data, as defined in the Atomic Energy Act, even though Morland had no access to classified information and instead had cobbled together publicly available information. The Progressive informed the DOE that it would publish the full article unless the DOE got an injunction. The DOE decided to do just that, and successfully convinced a federal district court to enter an injunction restraining the article’s publication.

In reaching its holding, the court concluded that the “communicates, transmits, or discloses” language of the statute encompasses publication in a magazine, and that the magazine had “reason to believe” that the publication could harm the United States or give an advantage to a foreign nation. In considering the damage to First Amendment rights, the district court concluded that there was “no plausible reason why the public needs to know the technical details about hydrogen bomb construction to carry on an informed debate on this issue.” The court accepted the government’s argument that even though at least some of the information in the article had been declassified or was in the public domain, the article provided “vital information on key concepts involved in the construction of a practical thermonuclear weapon” that would enable other nations to develop a hydrogen bomb more quickly and thereby cause “direct, immediate and irreparable damage to the United States.”

The government ultimately abandoned its case against The Progressive because other publications revealed the same information while appellate review was pending. The Progressive eventually published its article, and none of the dire consequences the government had predicted occurred. Some commentators have court held that it would have granted prior restraint even in the absence of an authorizing statute because of the likelihood of “grave, direct, immediate and irreparable harm to the United States.” Progressive, 467 F. Supp. at 996.

284. Erwin Knoll, The H-Bomb and the First Amendment, 3 WM. & MARY BILL RTS. J. 705, 705–07 (1994). Erwin Knoll, the editor of The Progressive, said that the article was intended to counteract the popular belief “that there is an ‘H-Bomb secret’ that can be written down on the back of an envelope (or in a magazine article),” and that “[i]f that ‘secret’ were to fall into the wrong hands . . . we’d all be in a heap of trouble.” Id. at 706.
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pointed out that this is because the real obstacle to creating nuclear weapons is not the lack of knowledge of how to do it, but having access to the necessary materials. The Progressive case reveals that it is not always so clear that information concerning atomic weapons is as secret—nor as categorically deserving of secrecy—as the general public appears to assume.

D. Intelligence Identities Protection Act

The Intelligence Identities Protection Act of 1982 (IIPA) prohibits the identification of covert agents. This legislation was enacted after mounting concerns about the publication of the names of American agents in books and magazines designed to disrupt intelligence activities in foreign countries. For example, the Covert Action Information Bulletin had been publishing lists of names of covert agents. At the same time, revelations concerning the CIA’s involvement in conducting drug experiments on unsuspecting people, intercepting American communications overseas, and spying on American citizens, as well as the FBI’s counterintelligence covert action program directed against Americans (COINTELPRO), made the debate over criminalizing the unmasking of covert CIA agents more complex than it might have appeared at first blush. In addition, the identity of CIA agents is often easily discoverable from publicly available documents.

Although in the government’s view the Espionage Act already governed such activities, the Department of Justice wanted a statute that eliminated some of the intent requirements of that legislation, as section 798 of the Espionage Act did with respect to communications and cryptographic information, and that explicitly applied to publication in a newspaper, magazine, or book.

The first two provisions of the IIPA are directed at past or present government employees, contractors, or military officials. They prohibit anyone with authorized access to classified information that identifies a covert agent from disclosing that

297. Charles Mohr, Issue and Debate: Disclosing Intelligence Agents’ Names, N.Y. Times, Feb. 6, 1981, at A10 (noting that Congress began to consider the IIPA soon after an agent in Athens was killed and another in Jamaica was attacked following the disclosure of their identities).
299. John Crewdson, Internet Blows CIA Cover, Chl. Trib., Mar. 12, 2006, at C1 (explaining how easy it is to discover the identity of CIA agents through the internet); Mohr, supra note 297 (noting that former CIA agent John Stockwell claimed that the agency was “flagrantly careless” about protecting the cover of its agents and protecting their security).
information to any individual not entitled to receive it. The discloser of information must have knowledge that the information identifies the agent and that the United States is taking affirmative steps to conceal the identity of that agent.301 Individuals subject to this provision are likely to be government employees.

The third provision of the IIPA, § 421(c), prohibits anyone outside the government, "in the course of a pattern of activities intended to identify and expose covert agents and with reason to believe that such activities would impair or impede the foreign intelligence activities of the United States," from disclosing information identifying a covert agent to anyone not entitled to receive classified information.302 This portion of the statute is not limited to the disclosure of classified information. As the committee report explained, a person could be prosecuted under this statute for publishing information obtained, for example, through a "comprehensive counterintelligence effort of engaging in physical surveillance, electronic surveillance abroad, and other techniques of espionage directed at covert agents."303

During the debates surrounding this legislation, Congress repeatedly expressed its concern that any statute it passed regarding the identification of covert agents not cover any constitutionally protected speech, such as academic studies or reports in the media of intelligence failures.304 Earlier proposed versions required the government to prove that the disclosure of the identity of a covert agent was made "with intent to impair or impede foreign intelligence activities."305 The government complained that such a standard would lead to several problems. On one hand, an intent requirement posed a possible conflict with the First Amendment because a "mainstream journalist"306 might fear that other stories he has written that are critical of the United States could be used as evidence of a bad intent.307 At the same time, the government argued, this intent standard could make it unduly difficult to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that a defendant intended to impede foreign intelligence activities, and it might facilitate defendants' attempts to engage in "graymail" in trying to prove that the disclosure was made with an intent to reform the government rather than to impede it.308

304. Id. at 41–55.
306. Floyd Abrams criticized the government for assuming that only "mainstream" journalists would be entitled to First Amendment protection. Intelligence Identities Protection Act, S. 2216: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 96th Cong. 117 (1980) [hereinafter S. 2216 Judiciary Hearing] (statement of Floyd Abrams).
307. S. 2216 Intelligence Hearings, supra note 300, at 22 (testimony of Associate Deputy Attorney General Robert L. Keuch); see also Intelligence Identities Protection Act: Hearings on H.R. 5615 Before the Subcomm. on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 96th Cong. 98 (1980) (written statement of Associate Professor Ford Rowan, Northwestern University) (noting that sometimes the media wants to "impair and impede" an intelligence activity that undermines the moral stature of the United States) (emphasis in original).
308. Berman & Halperin, supra note 303, at 43. Prosecutors who are "graymailed" may instead choose not to pursue a case. Floyd Abrams, a prominent First Amendment lawyer,
In an effort to avoid these problems, the bill was amended to provide what was seen as a more objective "reason to believe" intent requirement. 309 Floyd Abrams argued that this change did little to protect journalists. 310 "Reason to believe" that the disclosure of a covert agent would "impair our intelligence efforts" could easily exist, Abrams argued, even when a reporter reveals agents who are spying on American citizens or committing assassinations in the United States. 311 Perhaps in response to Abrams’s concerns, the conference report specifically noted that "[a] government warning to a news reporter that a particular intended disclosure would impair or impede foreign intelligence activities" could be submitted to the jury as evidence to prove the requisite intent, but the government would still have to provide "objective facts about likely harm." 312

In addition, Congress required that individuals without a government affiliation would have to have exposed the identities of covert agents as part of a "pattern of activities" requirement—defined in the statute as "a series of acts with a common purpose or objective." 313 Earlier versions of the IIPA provided simply that a defendant made such disclosures "in the course of an effort" to identify covert agents. 314 By changing the statute to require a "pattern of activities," Congress attempted to limit the applicability of the statute to those who "make it their business to ferret out and publish the identities of agents," without "affect[ing] the First Amendment rights of those who disclose the identities of agents as an integral part of another enterprise such as news media reporting of intelligence failures or abuses, academic studies of U.S. government policies and programs, or a private organization’s enforcement of its internal rules." 315 The committee report also indicated that a reporter would "rarely" have the requisite intent to "identify and expose covert agents," as the law requires. 316 The government’s proof that a reporter had that intent could be rebutted by evidence demonstrating an alternative, permissible intent, such as the intent to explain questionable government conduct. 317

The government has never prosecuted a member of the press under this statute. Recently Special Prosecutor Patrick Fitzgerald investigated a possible violation of this statute when Valerie Plame was identified as a CIA operative. 318

conceded that graymail was a possibility, but argued, "I think we are willing as a general matter to live with the proposition that guilty people might even get off because we think we are preserving some other very important rights." S. 2216 Intelligence Hearings, supra note 300, at 82 (testimony of Floyd Abrams).
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318. In the course of this investigation, Fitzgerald successfully subpoenaed the testimony and notes of several reporters, including Judith Miller and Matthew Cooper. Miller served 85 days in jail before she revealed the identity of her source. David Johnston & Douglas Jehl, Times Reporter Freed from Jail, She Will Testify, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 30, 2005, at A1.
E. Federal Larceny Statute

The federal larceny statute, 18 U.S.C. § 649, imposes criminal penalties not only on anyone who "embezzles, steals, purloins, or knowingly converts to his use or the use of another, or without authority, sells, conveys or disposes of any record, voucher, money, or thing of value of the United States or of any department or agency thereof," but also on anyone who "receives, conceals, or retains the same with intent to convert it to his use or gain, knowing it to have been embezzled, stolen, purloined or converted."

Although the statute, passed in 1875, does not explicitly mention classified information, and nothing in its legislative history indicates that Congress intended the statute to apply to government information, some lower courts have read the statute to apply to both tangible and intangible government information. Whether the government has a legitimate, protectable property interest in its documents—or the information contained in its documents—is not an easy question.

F. Inchoate Liability Provisions

The AIPAC case has reminded the press that it is not only vulnerable to prosecution under the Espionage Act, but it is also susceptible to "aiding and abetting" and conspiracy charges whenever it obtains information from a source who violates federal law by disclosing the information to the press. Under 18 U.S.C. § 2, "[w]hoever commits an offense against the United States or aids, abets, counsels, commands, induces or procures its commission, is punishable as a principal." In addition, §§ 793(g) and 794(c) of the Espionage Act authorize prosecutions for conspiracies to violate the provisions in those subsections.

Notably, the IIPA specifically prohibits aiding and abetting or conspiracy charges in connection with a violation of the Act except when, "in the case of a person who acted in the course of a pattern of activities," intended to expose covert agents with reason to believe the disclosure would impair or impede U.S. foreign intelligence activities.

321. See, e.g., United States v. Fowler, 932 F.2d 306, 310 (4th Cir. 1991) (recognizing that because "information is a species of property and a thing of value," and that "conversion and conveyance of governmental information can violate § 641"); United States v. Morison, 844 F.2d 1057, 1077 (4th Cir. 1988) (holding that § 641 applies to maps and photographs); United States v. Girard, 601 F.2d 69, 70–71 (2d Cir. 1979). Some courts have dodged the issue by holding that the use of government computers and copy machines to make copies constituted a violation of the statute, regardless of what information was contained in the documents. United States v. DiGilio, 538 F.2d 972 (3d Cir. 1976).
322. See Tigar, supra note 320, at 1466–68 (discussing the difficulties inherent in declaring a government property right in information).
323. Subsection 793(g) specifically criminalizes the conspiracy to commit any of the offenses listed in § 793. 18 U.S.C. § 793 (2000).
Although the courts have not expressly addressed the constitutionality of prosecuting the press for publishing classified national security information or for aiding and abetting in the violation of any of the statutes mentioned above, current First Amendment jurisprudence suggests some constitutional limitations on the government's prosecutorial powers. The scope of these limitations is unclear, however, and the Court has indicated that no defense can be particular to the "press" as an institution.

A. Speech Concerning National Security Information is Protected Speech

In its brief in opposition to the defendants' motion to dismiss the indictment in the AIPAC case, the government argued that the disclosure of classified national security information fell completely outside the protection of the First Amendment. \(^{325}\) The district court correctly rejected this contention out of hand, emphasizing that the right to gather and disseminate information concerning United States foreign policy is a core value of the First Amendment. \(^{326}\) Judge Ellis noted that representative government requires open and well-informed discussions, particularly in the area of foreign policy, where often the only check on executive power is an informed citizenry. \(^{327}\) Simply invoking the need for secrecy to protect national security interests does not eliminate the need for constitutional scrutiny, \(^{328}\) Judge Ellis explained, especially given the government's tendency to over-classify and to withhold information it does not want the public to hear. \(^{329}\)

Judge Ellis's analysis is undeniably correct. The government's asserted interest in protecting the national security of the country does not render the First Amendment inapplicable. National security information generally can be extremely high value speech, and its disclosure to the public often promotes a deliberative democracy. Furthermore, to permit the government to restrict any speech that involves national security would give the government too much power to hide its actions from public scrutiny. As the Fourth Circuit has said, "History teaches us how easily the spectre of a threat to 'national security' may be used to justify a wide variety of repressive government actions." \(^{330}\)
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The Supreme Court has explicitly addressed the intersection of the First Amendment rights of the press and the need to protect national security in only one case, *New York Times Co. v. United States*. In this case, the Court rejected the government's request for a prior restraint enjoining the publication of the Pentagon Papers, which consisted of volumes of documents detailing the history of the involvement of the United States in Vietnam.331 Perhaps due to the speed with which the case was submitted to the Court, argued, and decided, a majority of Justices agreed on only one thing: that the government could obtain a prior restraint in only the most compelling circumstances. The Court held in a brief *per curiam* opinion that the government must bear the "heavy burden of showing justification" when seeking to enforce a prior restraint against the publication of classified national security information, and that the government had not met its burden in that case.332

In the nine separate opinions that followed the *per curiam* decision, many important issues concerning the scope of the First Amendment's protection for the publication of national security information were left unresolved. Most significantly, the Court did not reach the issue of whether the defendants could be punished after the fact for publishing the contents of the Pentagon Papers. Only Justices Black and Douglas would protect the press from criminal laws punishing the publication of classified information as well as prior restraints.333 They argued that the very purpose of the First Amendment was to protect the ability of the press to "bare the secrets of government and inform the people,"334 and that "[s]ecrets in government is fundamentally anti-democratic, perpetuating bureaucratic errors."335 Justice Brennan, in contrast, rested his decision specifically on the disfavored status of prior restraints (as opposed to criminal prosecutions after the fact of publication). He stated he would permit a prior restraint on proof that publication would "inevitably, directly, and immediately cause the occurrence of an event kindred to imperiling the safety of a transport already at sea."336 Brennan drew this standard from dicta in the Court's prior opinion in *Near v. Minnesota*, in which the Court states that prior restraints are permissible in cases involving "actual obstruction to [the government's] recruiting service or the publication of the sailing dates of transports or the number and location of troops."337

Although Justice Brennan did not indicate what the government's burden would be for a criminal prosecution, the three remaining concurring Justices—Justices Stewart, White, and Blackmun—specifically noted that the government would not necessarily have to meet the same burden of proof to obtain a criminal conviction as it would to obtain a prior restraint.338 These votes, combined with the votes of the three dissenting
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Justices who would have allowed the prior restraint, have led some courts and commentators to conclude that the First Amendment is no obstacle to a subsequent criminal prosecution against the press.

The Court also left unclear whether it was at all relevant how the newspapers obtained the Pentagon Papers. The origin of these documents is left unstated, aside from a brief reference in Justice Harlan's dissenting opinion. The failure to address the origin of the materials is curious, especially given that Solicitor General Griswold emphasized their tainted origin throughout his oral argument before the Court.

Given all of this uncertainty, it is obvious that the press cannot be confident that the Supreme Court would hold that a criminal prosecution of the press for the publication of national security information is unconstitutional. But there is a possible reading of the Pentagon Papers case that would protect the press from most criminal prosecutions. Primarily, if in fact there is no good constitutional reason to distinguish between prior restraints and subsequent prosecution, the very high standard the Court set for prior restraints should apply equally to criminal prosecutions. Although the Supreme Court has continued to maintain that there is a meaningful distinction between prior restraints and subsequent punishments, it is by no means clear how meaningful the distinction is or how much weight should be given to it. Indeed, several Justices

restraints). Their statements appeared to warn the New York Times and Washington Post that the First Amendment would serve as no bar to criminal prosecutions against them after publication. Id. at 733 (White, J., concurring) (“That the Government mistakenly chose to proceed by injunction does not mean that it could not successfully proceed in another way.”). Although the source of the Pentagon Papers, Daniel Ellsberg, was ultimately prosecuted (the prosecution was dismissed based on government misconduct), the government never attempted to indict the newspapers.

339. Id. at 754 (Harlan, J., dissenting) (mentioning that the documents at issue “were purloined from the Government’s possession and that the newspapers received them with knowledge that they had been feloniously acquired”); Louis Henkin, The Right to Know and the Duty to Withhold: The Case of the Pentagon Papers, 120 U. Pa. L. Rev. 271, 277 (1971) (“We are not told whether and how much it would matter were it determined that [the Pentagon Papers] were obtained without the Government’s consent, that they were taken or copied in violation of such governmental ‘title’ or right.”).


341. Alexander v. United States, 509 U.S. 544, 553–54 (1993) (“[O]ur decisions have steadfastly preserved the distinction between prior restraints and subsequent punishments. Though petitioner tries to dismiss this distinction as ‘neither meaningful nor useful,’ . . . we think it is critical to our First Amendment jurisprudence.”). In at least one prior opinion, the Court had indicated that the government had to meet the same high burden to restrict speech whether it attempted to do so through a prior restraint or through penal sanctions. See, e.g., Smith v. Daily Mail, 443 U.S. 97, 101–02 (1979) (holding that even when a speech restriction is properly categorized as a penal sanction rather than a prior restraint, the government must still demonstrate “the highest form of state interest to sustain its validity”).

342. Many commentators have questioned whether there is a meaningful distinction between prior restraints and subsequent criminal punishment. See, e.g., John Calvin Jeffries, Jr., Rethinking Prior Restraint, First Amendment and National Security, May 1984, at 15, 26–27 (arguing that a directed injunction may in fact deter only the speech that is the subject of the injunction, while the threat of subsequent criminal prosecution might deter even more speech); Frederick Schauer, Fear, Risk and the First Amendment: Unraveling the “Chilling Effect”, 58 B.U. L. Rev. 685, 727 (1978) (noting that “[u]nchecked discretion, vague standards and incompetent administration, while frequently associated with the system of prior restraint, can just as easily exist in a system of subsequent punishment”); but see Vincent Blasi, Toward a
have rejected a "formalistic" distinction between prior restraints and subsequent criminal punishment because they both can raise exactly the same concerns: "the evils of state censorship and the unacceptable chilling of protected speech."\(^{343}\)

The biggest difference between a prior restraint and a subsequent prosecution is arguably the "collateral bar rule," which prevents those held in contempt for violating an injunction from challenging its validity.\(^{344}\) But heavy criminal penalties for publishing national security information certainly could have a significant chilling effect. Although the government has rarely prosecuted the press for publishing classified information, the constitutionality of government action should not depend upon the judicious exercise of prosecutorial discretion. Indeed, it is by no means clear why the *New York Times* and the *Washington Post* were presumably willing to risk a criminal prosecution when they would not have been willing to violate an injunction.\(^{345}\) As Louis Henkin argued, "The distinction between prior injunction and subsequent publication is hallowed by history, but its application . . . would seem less than persuasive: while a criminal penalty more readily permits 'civil disobedience,' or reliance on the jury to acquit, stiff penalties will deter—and deny the right to know—almost as effectively as any injunction."\(^{346}\)

Given the slender difference between prior restraints and subsequent criminal punishment, particularly when it comes to information about our government that is at the heart of the First Amendment, the government should be required to carry the same "heavy burden" if it attempts to prosecute someone for publishing national security information as it would if it attempted to obtain a prior restraint against the publication of that same information. In other words, the government must show that the harm that the publication is likely to cause is grave, direct, and unavoidable.\(^{347}\)

### C. First Amendment Rights of Government Employees

Current First Amendment doctrine draws a sharp distinction between the First Amendment rights of those who have received access to classified information as a result of having a position of trust with the government—such as government employees and contractors—and everyone else. In a series of cases, the Supreme Court has endorsed the federal government's authority to restrict the speech of its past and current employees, even when the employee reveals unclassified information or information that poses no actual harm to national security interests. At the same time, by emphasizing the trust relationship between the federal government and its


\(^{344}\) *Alexander*, 509 U.S. at 571–72 (Kennedy, J., dissenting).


\(^{346}\) *Owen M. Fiss, The Civil Rights Injunction* 71 (1978) (arguing that one could not generally expect ordinary citizens to be as willing to risk criminal prosecution).

\(^{347}\) Henkin, supra note 339, at 278.

\(^{347}\) See Geoffrey R. Stone, *Government Secrecy vs. Freedom of the Press*, 1 Harv. L. & Pol. Rev. 185, 202 (2007) (arguing that the difference between prior restraints and criminal prosecutions in the context of national security information has "less bite" than in cases involving obscenity and libel).
employees, the Court has indicated that a very different standard would apply to third parties who disclose classified information.

In Snepp v. United States, the Supreme Court held that the First Amendment does not invalidate non-disclosure agreements signed by a federal employee that require the employee to submit any manuscript to the government for pre-publication review to determine whether it contains any classified information. Frank Snepp was a former CIA employee who signed an agreement when he left the Agency agreeing that he would not publish any information relating to the Agency without obtaining prior approval. The CIA brought a lawsuit to enforce this contract when Snepp published a book about CIA activities in South Vietnam without first obtaining Agency approval, even though the Agency conceded for purposes of the litigation that the book did not in fact contain any classified information.

The Court rejected Snepp’s argument that the agreement amounted to an unconstitutional prior restraint, reasoning that through his employment Snepp had entered into a “trust relationship” with the government. The Court held that even though the government could not constitutionally prohibit Snepp from publishing classified information, due to this trust relationship, the government had a right to review anything Snepp planned to publish about the CIA to make sure that nothing he said compromised national security information or sources. The Court held that the agreement was a “reasonable means” of protecting the government’s compelling interest in protecting national security information and the appearance of confidentiality essential for collecting foreign intelligence.

Although Snepp made clear that the government would ultimately not be permitted to enjoin the publication of non-classified information, the Court has not made clear what standard the government must meet to enjoin the publication of classified information. Some lower court cases have suggested that the government must prove at a minimum that “the information was not already in the public domain and that the disclosure is potentially damaging to the national security.” The “potentially damaging” standard is not a particularly onerous standard; it certainly does not rise to the level of the “imminent and grave threat to national security” standard that the Court set forth in the Pentagon Papers case.

Even outside of the national security context, the Supreme Court has accepted the government’s argument that the ordinary rules of the First Amendment do not apply to its employees. In Pickering v. Board of Education, the Court held that the government has interests as an employer in regulating the speech of its employees that differ significantly from those it possesses in connection with regulation of the speech of

348. 444 U.S. 507 (1980); see also Haig v. CIA, 453 U.S. 280 (1981) (holding that the Secretary of State can withhold the passport of a former CIA employee who revealed the identity of other CIA operatives); United States v. Marchetti, 446 F.2d 1309 (4th Cir. 1972) (upholding the constitutionality of secrecy agreement signed by former CIA employee requiring prior approval from the Agency for any publications).
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354. Stone, supra note 347, at 194.
the citizenry in general. The problem in any case is to arrive at a balance between the interests of the [public employee], as a citizen, in commenting upon matters of public concern and the interest of the [government], as an employer, in promoting the efficiency of the public services it performs through its employees. 355

It is unclear what other limits there might be on the government’s ability to restrict the speech of its employees. It is quite possible that a government employee has no duty to keep illegal activity confidential. Under the Restatement of Agency, “[a]n agent’s duty of confidentiality is not absolute. . . . [A]n agent may reveal to law enforcement authorities that the principal is committing or is about to commit a crime.” 356 As Geoffrey Stone has pointed out, whether such a privilege exists in the context of government employment “is unexplored terrain.” 357 As a matter of constitutional interest balancing, when the program is in fact unlawful, the public’s need to know outweighs the government’s interest in secrecy. In addition, the classification scheme specifically prohibits the classification of illegal government practices. 358 But even if a federal employee enjoys a privilege to reveal unlawful information, Stone argues, her whistle-blowing is not protected by the First Amendment if the employee is wrong and the government’s conduct turns out to be legal. 359

Whatever the scope of the government’s power to restrict the First Amendment rights of its employees, the Court has been very explicit that a different First Amendment analysis applies to persons who have not voluntarily accepted a position of trust and a duty of confidentiality. 360 Any prosecution against someone without a trust relationship with the government, therefore, must satisfy rigorous First Amendment standards.

D. Newsgathering Rights

The Court has never given a clear indication whether the First Amendment protects the right to gather information. In various cases the Court has defined the First Amendment as including the right to receive information, 361 but it has given very

356. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF AGENCY § 8.05 cmt. c (2006).
357. Stone, supra note 347, at 196.
359. Stone, supra note 347, at 196.
360. See United States v. Aguilar, 515 U.S. 593, 606 (1995) (“As to one who voluntarily assumed a duty of confidentiality, governmental restrictions on disclosure are not subject to the same stringent standards that would apply to efforts to impose restrictions on unwilling members of the public.”); Stone, supra note 347, at 191 (“Unlike public employees, who have agreed to abide by constitutionally permissible restrictions of their speech, journalists and publishers have not agreed to waive their rights.”) (emphasis in original)).
361. See, e.g., Virginia Bd. of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, 425 U.S. 748 (1976) (recognizing that the First Amendment protects both the right to impart as well as the right to receive a communication); Stanley v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557, 564 (1969) (noting that “[i]t is now well established that the Constitution protects the right to receive information and ideas”); Martin v. Struthers, 319 U.S. 141, 143 (1943) (explaining the freedom of speech press
mixed messages about whether the First Amendment protects the right to gather that information, outside the context of certain criminal proceedings. Whatever the First Amendment right to gather information is, the Court has made one thing clear: the right belongs to the press and public equally.

Some early First Amendment cases recognized the right of private entities to impart—and of the public to receive—information. For example, in *Grosjean v. American Press Co.*, the Court declared unconstitutional a state tax on the advertising revenues of newspapers. In reaching its holding, the Court explained that "informed public opinion is the most potent of all restraints upon misgovernment," and that the tax, which was designed "to limit the circulation of information" to the public, went "to the heart of the natural right of the members of an organized society, united for their common good, to impart and acquire information about their common interests." In other cases, the Court rejected a prohibition on door-to-door distribution of literature and the Postmaster's detention of Communist propaganda. These cases recognized that the government cannot interfere with an individual's constitutional right to receive information from a willing speaker. Although these cases emphasized the importance of an informed public in a democracy, none of them addressed whether the First Amendment gave the public the right to force the government to disclose information.

In other cases, the Court has indicated that the First Amendment does not invalidate generally applicable laws that interfere with newsgathering. In one of the first cases to address the First Amendment right to gather information, *Zemel v. Rusk*, the Court held that government restrictions on the right to travel to Cuba did not implicate any First Amendment right to gather information. Louis Zemel argued that he wanted to travel to Cuba to "satisfy [his] curiosity about the state of affairs in Cuba and to make [him] a better informed citizen." The Court rejected Zemel's contention that the restrictions violated his First Amendment rights, reasoning that "to the extent that the Secretary's refusal to validate passports for Cuba acts as an inhibition . . . it is an inhibition of action." The Court seemed particularly concerned about the ramifications of a contrary holding:

There are few restrictions on action which could not be clothed by ingenious argument in the garb of decreased data flow. For example, the prohibition of
unauthorized entry into the White House diminishes the citizen’s opportunities to
gather information he might find relevant to his opinion of the way the country is
being run, but that does not make entry into the White House a First Amendment
right. The right to speak and publish does not carry with it the unrestrained right to
gather information.373

In Branzburg v. Hayes, journalists argued that they had a First Amendment
privilege to refuse to reveal the identity of their confidential sources to a grand jury
because compelling such testimony would deter future confidential sources from
coming forward with information, “all to the detriment of the free flow of information
protected by the First Amendment.”374 The Court rejected the reporters’ argument, at
least in the context of grand jury proceedings, noting that the press “‘has no special
immunity from the application of general laws,’”375 To confuse matters, the Court also
noted that “‘without some [constitutional] protection for seeking out the news, freedom
of the press could be eviscerated’”376 and that “‘news gathering is not without its First
Amendment protections.’”377

Justice Powell, who provided the crucial fifth vote for the majority, drafted a
concurring opinion in which he appeared to endorse a case-by-case balancing test
based on the First Amendment that would protect journalists from subpoenas at least in
some instances. The dissenters expressly embraced the notion that the First
Amendment provided the press with a right to gather information:

A corollary of the right to publish must be the right to gather news. The full flow
of information to the public protected by the free-press guarantee would be
severely curtailed if no protection whatever were afforded to the process by which
news is assembled and disseminated. . . . [W]ithout freedom to acquire
information the right to publish would be impermissibly compromised.378

Because four dissenting Justices would have recognized a privilege, some lower courts
have read Powell’s opinion as controlling and have at a minimum required “heightened
scrutiny” of any subpoena to the press.379 Furthermore, almost every court has
recognized that even if the privilege does not attach in grand jury proceedings, the
constitutional balance tips in favor of recognizing the privilege in civil and
administrative cases, where a defendant’s countervailing Sixth Amendment rights are
not at issue.380

In Cohen v. Cowles Media Co., the Court again retreated from any notion that the
press had any sort of First Amendment immunity from generally applicable laws.381 In
that case, Dan Cohen, a consultant to a political candidate, provided information
concerning the criminal record of the opponent to two newspapers on the express
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condition that his identity remain confidential. The two newspapers independently decided to include Cohen's identity in their story. Justice White, writing for a closely divided Court, held that the newspapers had no First Amendment immunity from Cohen's promissory estoppel claim. The Court rejected the media's contention that this case was governed by the Daily Mail line of cases (discussed below), which privileges the publication of truthful information when lawfully acquired. Instead, it held that this case was governed by "the equally well-established line of decisions holding that generally applicable laws do not offend the First Amendment simply because their enforcement against the press has incidental effects on its ability to gather and report the news." Justice White emphasized that this case did not involve a government restriction on what the press could publish but rather a contractual promise that the newspapers brought upon themselves. In addition, Justice White continued, "it is not at all clear that respondents obtained Cohen's name 'lawfully' in this case, at least for purposes of publishing it. Unlike the situation in Florida Star, where the rape victim's name was obtained through lawful access to a police report, respondents obtained Cohen's name only by making a promise that they did not honor." The Court concluded by noting that any restriction on the press's ability to publish newsworthy information was "no more than the incidental, and constitutionally insignificant, consequence of applying to the press a generally applicable law that requires those who make certain kinds of promises to keep them."

Relying on cases like Cohen, the lower courts appear to be in general agreement that those in "the media have no general immunity from tort or contract liability." In reaching this conclusion, however, courts have emphasized that applying "run-of-the-mill" tort law to the press will have no more than an "incidental" effect on their newsgathering. Criminal prosecutions of the publication of national security information would have more than a mere "incidental" effect on newsgathering.

E. Protection for the Publication of "Lawfully Acquired" Information

In a series of cases, the Supreme Court has indicated that "state action to punish the publication of truthful information seldom can satisfy constitutional standards." Indeed, truthful speech on core matters of public concern is at the height of the hierarchy of speech the First Amendment protects. The Court has carefully refrained from holding, however, that the First Amendment always protects the publication of
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truthful information. These cases therefore leave open the question whether a law prohibiting the publication of information relating to national defense can ever satisfy the high standards of the First Amendment.

The first of these cases was *Landmark Communications, Inc. v. Virginia*, which held that a state could not punish a third party who revealed information about confidential judicial misconduct proceedings. Under Virginia law, all proceedings of the state’s judicial review commission were confidential, and anyone who divulged any such information was subject to criminal sanctions. The defendant newspaper had published the identity of a judge whose conduct was under investigation.

The Court did not question the ability of Virginia to declare its judicial review proceedings confidential or to punish third parties who obtain information about the proceedings through illegal means or participants in the proceedings who leak information. Virginia claimed that its law had several purposes: (1) to encourage the filing of complaints and participation of witnesses who might otherwise fear recrimination or reprisal, (2) to protect the reputation of judges in cases involving complaints ultimately deemed frivolous or unfounded, and (3) to promote confidence in the judicial system by avoiding premature public disclosure of unexamined complaints. The Supreme Court also noted that the confidentiality provision reduces the workload of judicial review commissions by encouraging judges justifiably facing misconduct or disability allegations to resign or retire without the embarrassment of formal proceedings.

Although the defendant asked the Court to hold that the First Amendment always prohibits the imposition of criminal sanctions for the truthful reporting about public officials, the Court held that it was “unnecessary” to make such a broad holding. Instead, it simply held that “the publication Virginia seeks to punish under its statute lies near the core of the First Amendment, and the Commonwealth’s interests advanced by the imposition of criminal sanctions are insufficient to justify the actual and potential encroachments on freedom of speech and of the press which follow therefrom.” The Court rejected Virginia’s argument that it was necessary to restrict the speech of nonparticipants, in part because “much of the risk can be eliminated through careful internal procedures to protect the confidentiality of Commission proceedings.”

392. *E.g.*, Landmark Commc’ns, Inc. v. Virginia, 435 U.S. 829, 840 (1978) (refusing to determine whether the First Amendment protects the publication of all truthful information and focusing instead on the particular circumstances of the case).
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400. *Id.* at 845. In a concurring opinion, Justice Stewart disagreed that it was unconstitutional for Virginia to punish third parties for divulging confidential information regarding the commission, but that the law was unconstitutional because Virginia had attempted to apply the law to a newspaper. *Id.* at 848–49. Justice White argued instead that even though the government may control access to information and punish the criminal acquisition of such information, the “government may not prohibit or punish the publication of that information
In *Cox Broadcasting Corp. v. Cohn*, the Court struck down a Georgia law that permitted a civil cause of action for invasion of privacy based on the publication of the identity of a rape victim.⁴⁰¹ A television reporter had learned the identity of the rape victim when the clerk of the court in the courtroom during the trial of the six defendants accused of the crime acquiesced to the reporter’s request to see the indictments.⁴⁰² The reporter testified that neither the clerk nor anyone else made any attempt to conceal the name of the victim as revealed in the indictments.⁴⁰³ The press defendants urged the Court to reach a broad holding that the press could not be held criminally or civilly liable for publishing truthful information,⁴⁰⁴ but, as it did in *Landmark*, the Court rejected the invitation. Instead, the Court consciously chose to take a narrower approach and focus solely on the facts of the case.⁴⁰⁵ The Court concluded that “[o]nce true information is disclosed in public court documents open to public inspection, the press cannot be sanctioned for publishing it,” and we must rely “upon the judgment of those who decide what to publish or broadcast.”⁴⁰⁶

In *Smith v. Daily Mail Publishing Co.*, the Supreme Court struck down a West Virginia statute that made it a crime for any newspaper to publish the name of a juvenile offender without court permission.⁴⁰⁷ In this case, the defendant newspapers learned the name of a student who had allegedly shot and killed his classmate through interviews with the police, a prosecutor, and several witnesses.⁴⁰⁸ The State argued that protecting the identity of a juvenile offender helps serve its interests in promoting the rehabilitation of the juvenile, who might otherwise lose employment opportunities and be encouraged to engage in additional antisocial conduct.⁴⁰⁹ The Court once again reiterated that “if a newspaper lawfully obtains truthful information about a matter of public significance then state officials may not constitutionally punish publication of the information, absent a need to further a state interest of the highest order.”⁴¹⁰ The Court emphasized that the First Amendment protects the press when it relies “upon routine newspaper reporting techniques” because “[a] free press cannot be made to rely solely upon the sufferance of government to supply it with information.”⁴¹¹ In addition, the Court attacked the statute for restricting only “newspapers” but not electronic media or other forms of publication, leaving many press outlets to publish with impunity.⁴¹² The Court noted that West Virginia was one of the only states to penalize the press for publishing the names of juvenile offenders.

once it falls into the hands of the press, unless the need for secrecy is manifestly overwhelming,” as might exist in cases involving national defense information. *Id.* at 849. Justice Stewart’s concurrence underscores that the Court did not rest its decision solely on the ground that Virginia was attempting to restrict the press.
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Florida Star v. B.J.F. struck down a judgment against the media for publishing the name of a rape victim, inadvertently disclosed by the police themselves, in violation of state law. In this case, a sheriff's department had placed in its pressroom a copy of a police report detailing B.J.F.'s allegations that she had been robbed and sexually assaulted. This pressroom was open to the public; a Florida Star reporter-trainee viewed the report and copied down the information it contained verbatim, including the victim's name, even though signs posted in the press room stated that names of rape victims were not to be published. The Florida Star later prepared a small article for its newspaper concerning the alleged crime. B.J.F. brought a civil lawsuit against the Florida Star based on a state law that made it unlawful to "print, publish, or broadcast . . . in any instrument of mass communication" the name of the victim of a sexual offense. B.J.F. claimed that the publication of her name caused her to suffer emotional stress because, not only did her co-workers and acquaintances learn of the crime, but she had received threats from a man claiming that he would rape her again.

The Court once again refused to make a sweeping holding that the First Amendment prohibits any civil or criminal sanctions for the publishing of truthful information, this time noting explicitly that it was "mindful that the future may bring scenarios which prudence counsels our not resolving anticipatorily" and citing, among other cases, Near v. Minnesota, which suggested that "publication of the sailing dates of transports or the number and location of troops" could be constitutionally subject to a prior restraint. That said, the Court concluded that in Florida Star, the government had the ability to engage in other measures to protect privacy interests of victims of sex crimes; the Court noted the government "may classify certain information, establish and enforce procedures ensuring its redacted release, and extend a damages remedy against the government or its officials where the government's mishandling of sensitive information leads to its dissemination." Furthermore, the Court was concerned that punishing the press for the publication of truthful information would lead to "timidity and self-censorship." To permit sanctions against Florida Star "would force upon the media the onerous obligation of sifting through government press releases, reports, and pronouncements to prune out material arguably unlawful for publication," even when the media simply wants to reproduce the government's own documents verbatim.

In Florida Star, the Court made clear that the decision in that case, as well as the other cases in the Daily Mail line, has application only in circumstances where the
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press has “lawfully obtained” the sensitive information.\textsuperscript{422} The Court stated: “The *Daily Mail* principle does not settle the issue whether, in cases where information has been acquired *unlawfully* by a newspaper or by a source, government may ever punish not only the unlawful acquisition, but the ensuing publication as well. . . . We have no occasion to address it here.”\textsuperscript{423} In addition, the Court somewhat cryptically stated that “[e]ven assuming the Constitution permitted a State to proscribe *receipt* of information, Florida has not taken this step.”\textsuperscript{424}

Another significant aspect of the *Florida Star* opinion was the Court’s conclusion that the confidentiality provision was “facial[ly] underinclusive[ ]” because it restricted the publication of a victim’s identity only in an “instrument of mass communication,” but seemingly would not apply to those who spread the identities of sex-crime victims in other ways, such as through “backyard gossip” to fifty neighbors. As the Court explained, “[a]n individual who maliciously spreads word of the identity of a rape victim is thus not covered, despite the fact that the communication of such information to persons who live near, or work with, the victim may have consequences as devastating as the exposure of her name to large numbers of strangers.”\textsuperscript{425}

The most recent Supreme Court case addressing the constitutionality of laws prohibiting the publication of truthful information is *Bartnicki v. Vopper*.\textsuperscript{426} The question that *Bartnicki* resolved was a “narrower version” of the question left open in the *Daily Mail* line of cases.\textsuperscript{427} “Where the punished publisher of information has obtained the information in question in a manner lawful in itself but from a source who has obtained it unlawfully, may the government punish the ensuing publication of that information based on the defect in a chain?”\textsuperscript{428} In a six-Judge majority opinion, Justice Stevens said that the answer was no; however, a concurring opinion by Justice Breyer and joined by Justice O’Connor, two of the Justices in the majority, potentially places some limitations on Justice Stevens’ otherwise broad holding.

The facts of *Bartnicki* were as follows. A teachers’ union was engaged in collective bargaining with a school board, and the wiretap at issue concerned a telephone conversation between Gloria Bartnicki, who was serving as the union’s chief negotiator, and Anthony Kane, the union’s president. During their conversation, Bartnicki and Kane discussed various issues relating to the negotiations, including a proposed strike, the effects of public comment on negotiations, and how they could get the school board to respond to their demands. At one point, Kane said: “If they’re not gonna move for three percent, we’re gonna have to go to their, their homes . . . . To blow off their front porches, we’ll have to do some work on some of those guys.

\textsuperscript{422} *Id.* at 534, 541.

\textsuperscript{423} *Id.* at 535 n.8 (emphasis in original); see also *id.* at 541 (“We do not hold that truthful publication is automatically constitutionally protected . . . . We hold only that where a newspaper publishes truthful information which it has lawfully obtained, punishment may lawfully be imposed, if at all, only when narrowly tailored to a state interest of the highest order . . . .”).
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\textsuperscript{428} *Bartnicki*, 532 U.S. at 528 (quoting Boehner v. McDermott, 191 F.3d 463, 484–85 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (Sentelle, J., dissenting)).
Really, uh, really and truthfully because this is, you know, this is bad news.

Defendant Jack Yocum, who was the head of a local organization opposed to the demands of the teacher's union, found a tape with this conversation in his mailbox. He played the tape for some members of the school board and gave it to defendant Frederick Vopper (aka Fred Williams), a radio commentator, who played the tape on his talk show during a discussion concerning the ultimate settlement of the conflict between the school board and the teacher's union. Bartnicki and Kane sued Yocum and Vopper under federal and state wiretapping laws, which prohibit the disclosure of any communications that the defendant knows or should know was obtained through an illegal wiretap. Because the defendants had plainly violated the federal and state statutes barring the disclosure of illegally intercepted communications, the only issue for the Court was whether applying the statutes to the circumstances of this case violated the First Amendment.

At the outset, the Court expressly noted that it made no distinction between the media defendants and Yocum. Justice Stevens also accepted for sake of argument the plaintiffs' contentions that the defendants knew or should have known that the interception was unlawful.

The majority held that the Government proffered justifications for punishing the dissemination of illegally wiretapped information by third parties—to remove an incentive for wiretapping and to minimize the harm suffered by wiretapping victims—were constitutionally insufficient. The majority was barely tolerant of the Government's first argument that the dissemination ban was necessary to "dry up the market" for illegally intercepted information. Justice Stevens said that the "normal method" of deterring illegal behavior would be to stiffen the penalty for engaging in such behavior, and that "[i]t would be quite remarkable to hold that speech by a law-abiding possessor of information can be suppressed in order to deter conduct by a non-law-abiding third party." He noted that although the Court had permitted the suppression of a person's speech to deter criminal conduct on "rare occasions," in such cases the speech at issue was of de minimis value, such as child pornography.

In a footnote, Justice Stevens rejected the dissenters' analogy to laws that prohibit the receipt of stolen mail or property as inapposite on the ground that such laws did not involve speech and therefore were "not relevant to a First Amendment analysis." Justice Stevens noted that there was no empirical evidence demonstrating that the
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prohibition against third-party disclosures deterred the illegal interceptions. In almost all reported cases, the intercepting party was known and could be punished directly. 438

The Court was slightly more sympathetic to the government’s second argument that the dissemination ban was important to reduce the harm that wiretap victims suffer. 439 Justice Stevens recognized that the right to privacy was an “important” interest, the ban on dissemination was a “valid” approach to protecting that right, and “the disclosure of the contents of a private conversation can be an even greater intrusion on privacy than the interception itself.” 440 Justice Stevens was willing to allow that in cases involving “disclosures of trade secrets or domestic gossip or other information of purely private concern,” 441 the anti-dissemination law might very well withstand constitutional scrutiny; however, “privacy concerns give way when balanced against the interest in publishing matters of public importance.” 442

Just as the Court had done before, the Bartnicki Court consciously limited its holding to the facts of the case before it, reiterating that it was “‘mindful that the future may bring scenarios which prudence counsels our not resolving anticipatorily.’” 443 In addition, the Court did not address whether it would be constitutional for a government to punish the knowing receipt of information that had been illegally obtained. There is currently no state or federal law under which Yokum or Vopper could have been charged for the mere receipt of illegally acquired information. 444 In addition, according to the case record, the defendants passively received a tape of the intercepted conversation; there was no evidence that they solicited the tape in any way. In a footnote, the Court suggested that the First Amendment would not bar the punishment of any party who obtains the information unlawfully, such as through theft or illegal wiretapping. 445

Justice Breyer’s concurring opinion, joined by Justice O’Connor, limits the Bartnicki holding in important ways. Because Justices Breyer and O’Connor were two of the six Justices who joined Justice Stevens’s majority opinion, this concurring opinion must be read together with the majority opinion to clarify the holding of the Court. Justice Breyer emphasized that in this case, the defendants had “acted lawfully
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444. One commentator questioned why the failure of Congress to criminalize the receipt of illicit information had any bearing on the constitutionality of a law criminalizing the publication of that information:

[It] is hard to see why this case should be decided differently if Congress had made the “receipt” of illegally intercepted information itself unlawful. Congress has made unlawful both the “interception” of certain electronic communications and the “disclosure” of that intercepted information. Why should the constitutionality of these provisions depend on whether an interim step between the unlawful interception and the unlawful disclosure is also explicitly made unlawful?

Justice Breyer noted that "[n]o one claims that they ordered, counseled, encouraged, or otherwise aided or abetted the interception, the later delivery of the tape by the interceptor to an intermediary, or the tape's still later delivery by the intermediary to the media," and there is no law forbidding the mere receipt of illegally wiretapped communications. In addition, Justice Breyer believed that the plaintiffs in this case "had little or no legitimate interest in maintaining the privacy of the particular conversation," while the public had a particularly high level of interest in this conversation because it concerned a threat of violence. He concluded his concurrence by noting that the Court should refrain from setting strict constitutional rules in this area and that the Court's holding should be limited to the facts of the case.

The three dissenting Justices argued that the Court should have applied intermediate scrutiny to uphold the statute. Chief Justice Rehnquist, joined by Justices Scalia and Thomas, distinguished the Daily Mail line of cases on the grounds that such cases were content-based; the information at issue in those cases, aside from Daily Mail itself, had been obtained from the government, which can be presumed to have concluded that disclosure served the public interest; the information was already "publicly available" such that restrictions on its dissemination would not serve to protect confidentiality; and there was a legitimate concern of self-censorship that is absent when the statute requires a "knowing" disclosure of confidential information.

The dissenters appear to have recognized that the Daily Mail case itself serves as the biggest obstacle to upholding the conviction in Bartnicki. In Daily Mail, the defendants received the information not through the government but through consensual interviews with third parties. At one point Justice Rehnquist says that the Bartnicki defendants cannot be compared to the Daily Mail reporters because the Daily Mail reporters "lawfully obtained their information through consensual interviews or public documents," while the transmission of information from the unknown wiretapper to the defendants was illegal. This distinction does not hold water because the defendants in Daily Mail and Bartnicki are equally innocent, regardless of whether their sources violated any civil or criminal laws against the transmission of information. And in Landmark Communications, the source of the information concerning the judicial misconduct proceedings violated the confidentiality rules
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governing such proceedings, and in *Florida Star*, the government itself violated the law.\(^{457}\)

That said, the Court has been unclear on where it draws the line between “lawful” and “unlawful” acquisition of information.\(^{458}\) It cannot be enough that merely interviewing government employees is enough to constitute “solicitation.” After all, the reporters involved in the *Daily Mail* case learned the identity of the juvenile offender not through a government document but through interviews with witnesses. Nevertheless, the Court leaves open the possibility that the First Amendment would offer no protection to someone who aided and abetted or otherwise more actively encouraged another to divulge information.\(^{459}\)

In some ways, the *Daily Mail* line of cases supports the argument that holding the press—or anyone else—liable for the disclosure of classified national security information would be unconstitutional. First, throughout these cases, the Court emphasizes that the government itself bears the burden of controlling the dissemination of sensitive information, and when it fails to guard that information, the public cannot be punished for repeating it. Thus, in *Cox*, the clerk of the court should not have given the press a copy of an unredacted indictment containing the name of the rape victim; in *Florida Star*, the sheriff’s pressroom should not have made available a copy of the unredacted police report containing the name of the rape victim; and in *Landmark Communications*, the source of information concerning confidential judicial misconduct proceedings should not have leaked details of those proceedings to the press. Under this aspect of these cases, it would be inappropriate to punish the press for publishing the contents of these leaks, especially since the government has unquestioned authority to punish the leakers themselves.

Second, in several opinions, the Court expresses concern that holding the press liable for republishing information it had lawfully acquired would cause the press to censor itself out of fears of being held liable. The Court does not expect the press to sift through material—especially information it obtains from the government—to determine whether it is permissible to publish that information. This expectation is true even if the law is very specific about what information cannot be published or whether the press knows that its source illegally obtained the information. All of the cases

\(^{457}\) Professor Paul Gewirtz has argued that the difference between the *Daily Mail* cases and *Bartnicki* is that in the *Daily Mail* cases, the information at issue was “not unlawfully obtained by the media or by anyone else,” as the wiretapped conversation in *Bartnicki* was. In cases such as *Bartnicki*, interests in preserving confidentiality and deterring illegal conduct warrant speech restrictions. Gewirtz, *supra* note 444, at 145–46. But in at least some of the prior cases, the source of the disputed information violated confidentiality rules (if not laws), and prohibiting third parties from publishing such material would reduce the damage such a breach can cause just as much as the federal wiretapping law barring disclosure of illegally intercepted communications.


\(^{459}\) In *Boehner v. McDermott*, a minority of judges concluded that Representative McDermott crossed the magic line by disseminating a tape he had received from some constituents with the express knowledge that the tape had been illegally obtained. 484 F.3d 573, 577 n.1 (D.C. Cir. 2007). As Judge Sentelle persuasively explains in his dissenting opinion, however, “[t]here is no distinction of legal, let alone constitutional, significance between our facts and those before the Court in *Bartnicki.*” *Id.* at 584 (Sentelle, J., dissenting).
except *Bartnicki* involved statutes that barred the publication of very specific information, whether the name of a rape victim (*Cox, Florida Star*) or juvenile defendants (*Daily Mail*) or the proceedings of a judicial misconduct commission (*Landmark*). *Bartnicki* assumed that the defendants in that case either knew or should have known that the contents of the tape were illegally intercepted, and in *Landmark*, the newspaper probably knew that its source was not supposed to be leaking information concerning the proceedings of the judicial misconduct commission. Accordingly, it is not enough that the defendant knew or should have known that the third-party source of information obtained the information illegally or violated civil or criminal laws when it provided the defendant with that information.

Third, the Court has not permitted special liability rules to apply to the press alone. In *Florida Star*, the Court held that a statute holding only those using “instruments of mass communication” liable for the disclosure of a rape victim’s identity was unconstitutional because it was underinclusive. In *Bartnicki*, the Court explicitly stated that it would treat the media and non-media defendants exactly the same. The harm caused by a non-press defendant can be just as great, if not greater, than the harm caused by a traditional media entity, particularly in the age of blogs and the Internet.

Fourth, the *Daily Mail* line of cases emphasizes that the press cannot be held liable for disseminating information that is of public concern. The recent debate involving the publication of confidential information concerning black sites and wiretapping are certainly matters of public concern, especially since they involve potentially illegal activity. It may follow that the government could restrict the dissemination of national security information that does little to advance public debate but causes a lot of harm, but the other cases in the *Daily Mail* series undermine this argument. For example, it is by no means clear how the identity of a rape victim advances the public debate. The harm to the rape victim is tremendous—in *Florida Star*, the victim was receiving threats that she would be raped again—and the public interest in knowing her identity, at least under the circumstances of that case, were minimal. In contrast, government information at the very least can be termed “political” information, which lies at the heart of the First Amendment.

The *Daily Mail* line of cases does not definitively answer the question of whether it would be constitutional to prosecute the press for the publication of classified information. The biggest open issue is what it means to acquire information “unlawfully.” Based on the Court’s precedent, merely asking a potential source questions must not be enough to cross the line into “unlawfully acquired,” while engaging in affirmatively illegal actions, such as stealing or wiretapping, does. Justice Breyer’s concurring opinion in *Bartnicki* also leaves open the possibility that legislatures could pass laws punishing the knowing receipt of illegally acquired information. These cases do suggest, however, that a high level of protection for the publication of national security information is in order, especially given the tools the
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government has at its disposal to prevent disclosure of such information in the first place.

F. Constitutional Analysis in United States v. Morison and United States v. Rosen

Most Espionage Act prosecutions have involved classic spy situations. Only one case, United States v. Morison, involved the prosecution of a government employee for disclosing classified national security information to the press. United States v. Rosen, the recent AIPAC case, is the first case to apply the Espionage Act to individuals who are not in a position of trust with the government.

1. United States v. Morison

United States v. Morison, was the first case in which a government employee was indicted under the Espionage Act and related statutes for disclosing classified national security information to the press, rather than to a foreign power or its agents. The defendant argued that the prosecution violated the First Amendment. The Fourth Circuit rejected this argument, holding that "we do not perceive any First Amendment rights to be implicated here." The court first noted that the prosecution did not involve a prior restraint and therefore did not fall within the scope of the Pentagon Papers case. In addition, the court held that under Supreme Court precedent such as Branzburg, it was plain that the press was not immune from generally applicable criminal laws, and in any event, this case implicated "the right of an informer, who had clearly violated a valid criminal law, and not a newsman in issue." Under Marchetti and Snepp, the court explained, a government employee has no First Amendment right to transmit information to anyone "not entitled to receive it," even if the recipient is the press.

The court upheld Morison's conviction under § 641 for similar reasons, explaining that

The mere fact that one has stolen a document in order that he may deliver it to the press, whether for money or for other personal gain, will not immunize him from responsibility for his criminal act. To use the first amendment for such a purpose would be to convert the first amendment into a warrant for thievery.

The court also noted that in the circumstances of Morison, the defendant "was not fired by zeal for public debate into his acts of larceny of government property"; instead, he was acting out of self-interest as he attempted to "ingratiate" himself with a potential employer.
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In a concurring opinion, Judge Wilkinson emphasized the seriousness of the First Amendment rights implicated in the case. He expressed concern that prosecuting press sources "threaten[s] the ability of the press to scrutinize and report on government activity," especially because the government has a tendency "to withhold reports of disquieting developments and to manage news in a fashion most favorable to itself." He noted that the First Amendment's interest in informed public debate "does not simply vanish at the invocation of the words 'national security'." He explained that issues of peace and war are fundamental issues for any government, affect every member of a society, and frequently play a key role in elections. At the same time, Judge Wilkinson recognized the importance of secrecy for sensitive government operations. In the end, he concluded that when balancing the need for an informed democracy against the need for some national security secrets, the courts must defer to the executive and legislative branches' power and expertise in the conduct of foreign affairs.

In rejecting the defendant's overbreadth argument, Judge Wilkinson contended that the hypothetical applications of the statute to reports of "corruption, scandal, and incompetence" were not real enough to invalidate it. In addition, he suggested that in such circumstances it would be difficult to find a jury that would render a conviction, and "the political firestorm that would follow prosecution of one who exposed an administration's own ineptitude would make such prosecutions a rare and unrealistic prospect." Ultimately, Judge Wilkinson concluded that despite the constitutional issues the case raised, "it is important to emphasize what is not before us today. This prosecution was not an attempt to apply the espionage statute to the press for either the receipt or publication of classified materials. Neither does this case involve any prior restraint on publication."

2. United States v. Rosen

In the AIPAC case, the district court explicitly rejected the defendants' argument that with respect to leaked national security information, the government has the power to punish only those in a position of trust with the government—typically government employees, military personnel, or contractors—but not those who receive the information from these individuals. The court notes that the authority addressing this issue "is sparse," but concludes that "both common sense and the relevant precedent point persuasively to the conclusion that the government can punish those outside of the government for the unauthorized receipt and deliberate retransmission of information relating to the national defense."
Although Judge Ellis engages in a lengthy dissection of the Pentagon Papers case—concluding that the various opinions of the Court indicate that a majority of Justices would support a criminal prosecution under § 793(e)—he never considers the relevance or applicability of the Court’s Daily Mail line of cases. Although the defendants argued in their brief in support of their motion to dismiss the indictment that under Bartnicki this case could not constitutionally stand, the district court never mentions Bartnicki in its lengthy opinion.

Given that the prosecution in the AIPAC case implicated core values of the First Amendment, Judge Ellis applied strict scrutiny. He concluded that the government had a “compelling interest” in protecting the security of the country, and that § 793 was “narrowly drawn” because it applies only to information that is potentially harmful to the national security and that the defendants know is potentially harmful. One clear misstep Judge Ellis made in his application of the strict scrutiny standard is that he required the government to show merely that information is “potentially” harmful. Although this might be the appropriate standard in cases involving the disclosure of government information by government actors, who are obligated contractually and otherwise to maintain government secrets, it is not an appropriate standard to apply to third parties. The government does not have a compelling interest in silencing information that possesses only potential to harm the national security interests of the United States. Accordingly, the government should be required to prove at a minimum that any such threatened harm is serious, direct, and imminent.

V. STRIKING THE BALANCE: REQUIRE INTENT AND ELIMINATE INCOHESIVE LIABILITY

In light of the complicated relationship between the press and the executive branch and the consummate control the executive branch exercises over national security information, courts should require the government to prove not only that the publication of the information at issue caused immediate, serious, and direct harm to the national defense, but also that the offender intended to harm the United States or to aid a foreign country, or acted with reckless indifference to the same. This requirement would help the First Amendment strike a proper balance between the public’s right to know and the executive branch’s need for secrecy in certain circumstances.

A. Requiring Intent to Any Prosecution for the Disclosure of National Security Information

As other commentators have noted, any prosecution for the publication of national security information must demonstrate that the disclosure posed an immediate, serious, and direct threat to national security. In addition, the government should be required
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to demonstrate that the offender acted with the intent to harm the United States or advantage a foreign power, or with reckless indifference to the harm his disclosure would cause.

This proposed intent requirement is similar to the "bad faith" intent requirement the Court required in Gorin to avoid a vagueness problem with a prohibition against the disclosure of "information relating to national security." This Article argues, however, that the intent requirement should apply in all cases involving the disclosure of national security material, including documents, maps, photographs, and the like. In addition, the standard proposed here would permit liability based on "reckless indifference" to the harm to the United States caused by the disclosure. This slightly broader intent requirement would allow the government to prosecute publications that may not have specifically formed an intent to harm the United States when the information published poses a clearly imminent and grave threat to the United States' national security interests.

The appeal of an intent requirement in any prosecution concerning the publication of national security information by non-government actors is that it permits the restriction of speech in some cases without unduly chilling legitimate speech. It would protect those who disseminate information based on a good-faith desire to foster public debate. In this way, adding an intent requirement would have somewhat of the same effect as Geoffrey Stone's suggestion that the government be required to demonstrate that the publication "would not meaningfully contribute to public debate." For example, a publisher would not have to correctly guess whether a government practice it reports is illegal to obtain the protection of this test; it would be sufficient that the publisher has a good-faith belief that public scrutiny of the government action would be beneficial.

In addition, this intent requirement would help encourage open and honest conversations between the government and those seeking to disclose classified information. As discussed in Part II, the press has routinely demonstrated a willingness to discuss its publication decisions with the Executive branch, and these efforts should be applauded and encouraged. In return, the burden falls on the government to explain to the press why it is necessary for the information to remain secret. When the government provides nothing more than vague and generalized reasons to justify continued secrecy, it cannot reasonably expect the press to withhold publication. In such cases, the press has every reason to suspect that publishing the information in question would not in fact harm national security and would instead serve the public interest. On the other hand, if the government has instead provided a defendant with a specific and concrete explanation of how the disclosure of classified information could cause imminent and grave danger to our nation's national security, the government would be permitted to introduce this fact into evidence to demonstrate the defendant's reckless indifference to harming the United States or aiding a foreign power. Of course such evidence would not be conclusive; a defendant could argue that he published the national security information despite the government's warnings because
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he believed the value to the public debate outweighed any harm government officials had forecasted. The debates surrounding the Intelligence Identity Protection Act reveal the issues surrounding an intent requirement. Ultimately, Congress required the government to prove that the offender had "reason to believe" that "the pattern of activities in which he engaged would impair or impede the foreign intelligence service activities of the United States," but a better approach would be to require actual subjective intent or recklessness to injure the national defense of the United States or to give advantage to a foreign nation.

Requiring the government to prove intent (or recklessness) is preferable to trying to define certain categories of information that the government should be automatically entitled to keep secret. As Congress understood when passing the Intelligence Identities Protection Act, there are times when it is entirely legitimate for the media, academics, or other speakers to reveal otherwise top-secret and sensitive information (in that case, the names of CIA operatives). In the same vein, although the Supreme Court in *Near v. Minnesota* suggested in dicta that there were other categories of military information that fall outside the sphere of First Amendment protection, such as the publication of "the sailing dates of transports or the number and location of troops," it is by no means clear that this is—or should be—the case, absent an additional showing that the publication of such information causes harm. During the Iraq war, newspapers and television shows have been full of stories concerning the movements of troops and ships, and virtually none of them have undermined our national security interests. The same can be said for cryptographic information and atomic energy information, both of which are subjects of specific statutory provisions. The government lacks a compelling interest to maintain the secrecy of these broad categories of information absent an additional showing of harm and causation in a particular case. That said, when the government can demonstrate harm as well as intent to harm or reckless indifference to the harm, the intent standard this Article proposes would still permit prosecutions in the very worst and obvious cases.

Finally, an intent requirement would also help alleviate concerns about defining who and what constitutes the press. Although the First Amendment protects the rights "of speech, and of the press," the Court has never given the Press Clause any real meaning, and the creation of the Internet has brought into high profile the difficulties of defining the press in any meaningful way. Indeed, any approach that limited its protections to members of the press would be problematic. With an intent requirement, only those who intend to harm the United States or help a foreign power—or who recklessly disregard the dangers of disclosure—could be punished for communicating national security information. The government's ability to prove this element would not turn on the medium of publication. For example, a magazine publishing lists of CIA operatives in the hopes of disrupting intelligence activities—the very kind of publication that provided the impetus for the passage of the Intelligence
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Identifies Protection Act of 1982—would be subject to prosecution. Although in some cases a publication’s tradition for providing relevant information for public debate might make it more difficult for the government to prove the requisite level of intent, an intent requirement would not amount to a per se bar to prosecutions against the mainstream media and would not make the viability of a prosecution dependent upon the medium of communication.

Requiring a showing of intent is consistent with the Court’s First Amendment jurisprudence. In *Brandenburg v. Ohio*, the Supreme Court set forth the test for incitement: “the constitutional guarantees of free speech and free press do not permit a State to forbid or proscribe advocacy of the use of force or of law violation except where such advocacy is directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless action and is likely to incite or produce such action.” In order to constitute “incitement,” the speaker must have intended to bring about the imminent lawless action. Similarly, “fighting words” is a category of unprotected speech consisting of words “which by their very utterance inflict injury or tend to incite an immediate breach of the peace.” In *Cohen v. California*, the Court appeared to embrace an intent requirement in holding that the speech on defendant’s jacket was not fighting words because there was “no showing of an intent to incite disobedience to or disruption of the draft.” And most recently, in *Virginia v. Black*, the Court made clear that the First Amendment permits the banning of cross burnings as long as they are performed with the intent to intimidate.

The Court’s clearest discussion on intent to cause harm can be found in *New York Times Co. v. Sullivan*, where it considered whether the First Amendment presented any bar to defamation claims brought by public officials. At common law, libel was considered below the plane of constitutional concern. Instead, disputes were over whether truth was a defense and whether the jury was limited to deciding the mere fact of publication.

In *Sullivan*, the Court emphasized that absolute liability for the publication of false, defamatory speech was inappropriate given “a profound national commitment to the
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principle that debate on public issues should be uninhibited, robust, and wide-open, and that it may well include vehement, caustic, and sometimes unpleasantly sharp attacks on government and public officials.\textsuperscript{498} The majority was concerned that permitting strict liability for the publication of false information would have a severe chilling effect on the press, who would be sure to make only statements that "steer far wider of the unlawful zone."\textsuperscript{499} The Court explained that "erroneous statement is inevitable in free debate, and that it must be protected if the freedoms of expression are to have the 'breathing space' that they need . . . to survive."\textsuperscript{500}

After a careful balance of the public's interest in a free and open debate and the plaintiff's interest in protecting his reputation, the Court determined that a public figure plaintiff must demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence that the press published false, defamatory statements with "actual malice"—that is, "with knowledge that it was false or with reckless disregard of whether it was false or not."\textsuperscript{501} Actual malice is not demonstrated by showing what a reasonably prudent person (or even journalist) would have published or would have investigated before publishing.\textsuperscript{502} Instead, the plaintiff must show that the defendant "in fact" entertained serious doubts about the veracity of the publication.\textsuperscript{503} As the Court has noted in subsequent cases, "[t]he phrase 'actual malice' is unfortunately confusing in that it has nothing to do with bad motive or ill will."\textsuperscript{504} Instead, a defendant may have acted with actual malice when the story is fabricated by the defendant, the story is the product of the defendant's imagination, the story is so inherently improbable that only a reckless person would have put them in circulation, or there are obvious reasons to doubt the veracity of the information or the accuracy of the source or sources.\textsuperscript{505}

\textit{New York Times Co. v. Sullivan} and its treatment of defamation claims by public officials does not offer a perfect analogy for cases involving the restriction on national security information. After all, the disclosure of national security information is dangerous precisely because it is \textit{truthful}. But if a high level of intent—"actual malice"—is required before false defamatory speech can be restricted, surely the disclosure of truthful national security information warrants at least as much protection.

Critics might respond that the leak of information to the press can be equally damaging to the national security interests as the transfer of information to the traditional spy, and that the motivation for the leak, such as informing a democracy in the case of the press, or giving an advantage to the enemy, is irrelevant when determining the harm that particular sort of information causes.\textsuperscript{506} Rather, the likelihood of harm depends on the slender hope that our enemies do not read American publications.\textsuperscript{507} But much the same thing can be said of libel of public officials,
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incitement, and fighting words. In all of these cases, the harm is done regardless of the intent of the speaker. Here, requiring the government to prove intent to harm or reckless indifference to harm in any case involving the publication of information by a non-government actor will result in slightly more truthful but potentially harmful information from entering the marketplace.

Incorporating an intent requirement is not meant to replace the requirement that the government demonstrate that the publication of the information posed an immediate, serious, and direct threat to national security. Instead, an intent requirement would be an additional element of any prosecution. In addition, any revelation of even arguably illegal or immoral behavior by the United States should be immune from prosecution, regardless of the intent. For example, when 60 Minutes II came into possession of the Abu Ghraib photographs, the government argued that they should be not broadcast because they would likely cause some to retaliate against our soldiers. Bare assertions that leaks undermine our relationships with foreign countries, without regard to the actual content of the leak, would similarly be insufficient.

B. Drawing the Line Against Inchoate Liability

The only remaining issue is whether the press can be criminally prosecuted for inchoate crimes such as aiding and abetting the disclosure of national security information, conspiring to break laws governing the control of national security information, or knowingly receiving such information. If the Fourth Circuit permits the government’s aiding and abetting charges in the AIPAC case to stand, there is nothing stopping the Department of Justice from using similar charges against the press. Although current statutory law authorizes such prosecutions, the First Amendment should stand as an absolute bar.

At first blush, holding the press liable for commanding, inducing, or procuring the leak of classified national security information would be “merely an application of the traditional crime of receiving stolen property.” Aiding and abetting liability is consistent with other theories of criminal law that aim to deter criminal activity by punishing all of those involved in it in any way. As Paul Gewirtz has noted, applying the law of aiding or abetting, or punishing the receipt of stolen property, would be theoretically similar to applying the exclusionary rule in criminal cases. As he explained, “[t]he exclusionary rule in criminal cases rests precisely on the belief that police misconduct can be deterred by barring prosecutors and others from using the unlawfully seized evidence.”

The most famous case holding the press liable under an aiding-and-abetting claim is Rice v. Paladin Enterprises, Inc., which held a book publisher civilly responsible for aiding and abetting murder. Lawrence Horn hired James Perry to kill his ex-wife, his handicapped son, and his son’s nurse in order to collect the two million dollars that
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his son had received in a settlement for the injuries that rendered him a quadriplegic. 512 Perry carefully followed the instructions on how to commit murder like a professional killer outlined in Hit Man: A Technical Manual for Independent Contractors. 513 Representatives for the three victims filed wrongful death charges against the book’s publisher Paladin Enterprises, alleging that Paladin had aided and abetted the three murders through the publication of the book. Paladin stipulated for purposes of summary judgment that (1) Perry had followed the book’s instructions; (2) when marketing the book, Paladin had “intended to attract and assist criminals and would-be criminals who desire information and instructions on how to commit crimes,” (3) Paladin “intended and had knowledge” that its book “would be used, upon receipt, by criminals and would-be criminals to plan and execute the crime of murder for hire,” and (4) the publication of the book actually did assist Perry in his commission of the murders. 514 Paladin rested its defense entirely on the First Amendment. Although the district court had ruled in the publisher’s favor, the Fourth Circuit reversed, holding that “long-established caselaw provides that speech—even speech by the press—that constitutes criminal aiding and abetting does not enjoy the protection of the First Amendment . . . .” 515

The Rice court recognized that the First Amendment required the plaintiffs to meet a higher intent standard than in the ordinary tort case. The court stated:

Even if the First Amendment imposes a heightened intent-based limitation on the state’s ability to apply the tort of aiding and abetting to speech . . . we are confident that, at the very least, the aiding and abetting of a malum in se crime such as murder with the specific purpose of assisting and encouraging another or others in that crime would satisfy such a limitation. 516

The Supreme Court declined to review the controversial decision in Rice, but even assuming the Fourth Circuit’s constitutional analysis was correct, the difference between aiding and abetting murder and aiding and abetting the leak of national security information are vastly different in degree and kind. Part of the reason for this dichotomy is that, unlike aiding and abetting murder, the aiding and abetting of a leak is not a malum in se crime. The leaks of information by government employees or contractors are not necessarily bad. As discussed earlier in this article, most leaks come from high-ranking officials, and a surprising number of leaks are authorized, frequently unbeknownst to the reporter. Unlike the government’s easily recognizable interest in tangible property, the government’s property rights to information is dubious. The Freedom of Information Act contains a presumption that all government information belongs to the people, and it must be turned over to the people when requested, unless it falls within one of the listed exemptions. 517

Furthermore, the Court’s current jurisprudence has created a peculiar wrinkle whereby a government employee could be punished for disclosing national security information even when a non-government person could not be held liable for
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publishing that same information. Certain federal statutory provisions directly applicable to government employees, and only through inchoate liability applicable to the press, do not require the disclosure of the information to pose a true threat to the nation’s security interests. Instead, as discussed in Part IV.B.,518 the Supreme Court has held that government employees have very limited First Amendment rights to disclose information that they obtained by virtue of their employment. Given this, using inchoate liability laws to prosecute press would permit the government to punish the press for encouraging the leak of information in cases when it could not constitutionally punish the press for publishing that same information.

Extending inchoate liability to reporters and journalists would be particularly harmful because it would permit the government and courts to interfere with the relationship between sources and the press. To prove that a journalist aided and abetted a leak, the government would certainly investigate the journalist’s phone records and billing records. In the course of any investigation, the government would inevitably uncover information about many of the journalist’s other sources. In this way, the government could substantially chill the free flow of information that is so essential to our democracy.

CONCLUSION

If the government seeks to prosecute the press for publishing classified national security information, it should be required to prove not only that the disclosure caused immediate, serious, and direct harm to the United States, but also that the defendant disclosed the information with the intent to harm the United States, or with reckless indifference to the harm the disclosure would cause. An intent requirement would offer a large measure of protection to those who publish national security information in good faith while permitting the government to punish the dissemination of such information in the most egregious cases. Such a requirement is consistent with the Supreme Court’s First Amendment jurisprudence, which demands that a defendant’s intent be proven before conviction. The application of this standard may occasionally lead to the publication of information that might threaten national security, but this small risk is necessary to balance the conflicting interest between the need for a deliberative democracy and national security.
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